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The Present Pasture Season.
It is rare indeed that a season occurs
that affords so limited pasturage for
I.. BUCK,
stock as has been the case with the year
Surgeon Dentist,
that is now about closing its productive
MAINE.
record. In the first place the spring
SOUTH PARIS,
was so cold and late that it was full midVII my Oeet work warrante).
June before cattle, especially c >ws,
found full feed in the pastures. Even
H P. JONES,
during the unusually rapidly crop-growing month of July there proved to be
Dentist,
less of a surplus.growth than is usual, to
MAINE.
be curried forward unconsumed to aid in
NORWAY,
supplying the full wauts of stock as the
Office Hour·—a to 13—1 to 4.
season
advanced. Then followed the
August drought, so severe in all southK.SMITH.
ern New England, and which was felt in
this state to a severity that cut off alAttorney at Law,
most entirely the late season growth of
MAINE,
NORWAY,
Collection* a Specialty. grass in pastures. Finally the rains
ilorne Block.
were too late in coming to beneiit the
pasturage to any appreciable extent the
A PARK.
present year. The result of this continued combination of unfavorable conAttorneys at Law,
ditions throughout the open season has
MAINE.
tiKTHÏL,
been a shortage in the supply of pasture
Park.
C.
Cilery
Herrlck.
F.
AtMlaoa
feed seldom experienced.
Especially has this widespread shortS. 1IARLOW,
age of pasture feed been felt with herds
of dairy cows. Through a long exAttorney at Law,
experience with cows the writer does
MAINE.
DIXFIELD,
not recall a year when his, cows have
so heavy feeding at the barn,
required
R1UHT A W1IEELER,
while running in pasture, as since middle August up to the present time.
Attorneys aad Counsellors at Law, This lack in the usual supply of grass
feed has been the principal cause of the
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
remarkable falling off of the milk supAlton C- Wheeler.
Jamee S. Wright.
ply throughout New England and New
York in the last two months, and which
&
has sent milk and all its products skyJ. H.
ward in price. And the end is not yet.
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
The unexpected draft now being made
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
on the stored fodder of the year to supMap· and Plans made to order.
ply the wants of the cows and other
M.ipe of the tlmberlan'le an·! pocket map· of stock at the preseut time cannot fail to
be seriously felt before another pasture
On many dairy farms
season is reached
the demand made ou the rinter fodder
has been such as to make serious inroad
on the supply, and the shortage of grass
feed has been an important factor in
forcing up the preseut high price of the
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
butter product, September butter having ruled higher in price the past month
in the New York and Boston markets
than in any September in the last ten
years.—Maine Parmer.
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The
Dairy Notée.

Jury Disagrees in Everett Case.

Dairying is more remunerative than
a majority of other pnranita.
The expenses and receipts from animals are unknown to many farmers. It is estimated that it requires several acres to keep
a cow and the value of the land as rent
should be charged against her as so
much expense, which she must pay before her milk will give a profit. On the
other side, a cow will leave about f 10
worth of manure on the land which
should be deducted from the rent charg- TWENTY-FIVE
ed. When strict accounts are kept uf
all expenses, the farmer will then know
which animals are paying and which

STOOD SEVEN FOR CONVICTION AND FIVE FOR
ACQUITTAL ON LAST BALLOT.

are not

even

self-supporting.

A dairy farm cannot be kept to the
highest degree of fertility when milk is

being constantly

sold

and

nothing
brought back, no matter how large may
be the manure heap, or how carefully it

may be saved. It is a rule in nature
that something cannot be produced from
nothing and no vacuums are allowed.
Any deficiency in a certain quarter
changes the character of the soil or
makes it poorer. But, although dairying may exhaust the soil, it is the safest
and best method of farming for restoring
and retaining fertility, if conducted in
the right maoner and with judgment.
When the cattle are fed on grain and
oil meal, in addition to a more bulky
ration, the manure will be made more
valuable. If the grain is grown on the
farm the fields that produce it must be
supplied with nitrogen and phosphates.
The farmer or dairyman who purchases
grain or hay brings back to his farm
that which was lost in milk, but if he
does not purchase food he must, procure instead ground bone, phosphate,
potash, nitrate of soda or some other
form of fertilizer material.
If the cows are to be kept in full flow
of milk they should be kept on the best
small allowance of
of food, with a
coarse "roughness;" but for dry cows
that require food
animals
and other
only to support their bodies the coarso
food should compose a large portion of
the ration. Animals that are used for
breeding purposes need not be very fat
and with good shelter and a fair allowance of grain the straw and fodder may
be used with the bay. It ie not suggested that hay be discarded nor are straw
and fodder proposed as regular foods,
but rather to urge that it is economical
and profitable to put such foods to better use than is usual on farms and to
aim to derive a profit from that which is
often practically wasted.
If a Holstein cow, giving forty quarts
of milk per day and requiring no more
room than a common cow, giving ten
quarts a day, can be reared as easily as
the inferior one, is it wise in farmers to
keep the poor milkers?—Turf, Farm and
In?
Where Do Our Maine Boys Come
Home.
The Indiana Farmer publishes the
following account of the efforts of a
The. Apple Situation.
hustling farmer boy of that state, by
The Parmer fears that Maine growers
name, John W. Talvoge:
of apples do not fully understand the
"Two years ago or more I concluded
shortage of the apple crop of the counwork
extra
a
little
do
a
that
boy might
try and the consequent sharp demand
for himself on the farm, and I put my for the same. As a result contracts
ideas into practice on the farm of my have been made at lower
figures than
father. On a hillside below where we the outlook
clearly warrants, and less
fed the hogs in the fall was about a than is
being paid in other apple proquarter of au acre of land that was turn- ducing sections of the country. The
ed to no use. The rains for a few years
quality of our Maine standard winter
had washed the hog manuo partly over fruits is
accepted as equal to that of any
to
this land and I thought it ought
other section of the world, and there can
it
in
so
I
and
well
planted
grow potatoes
be no question but sooner or later the
Burbank potatoes, and at odd times market demand will correspond witb its
when I did not need to work on the farm
recognized value. Maine fruit has been
generally, I tended the potatoes, and pronounced small this year, but recent
bushels of tine potathey yielded me
conditions of moisture and temperature
Then
toes which I sold for nearly $40.
have been favorable for its growth, aud
we had on the farm a young orchard,
as a result rapid improvement in size
the
betweeu
beans
white
and I planted
has been made in the last three weeks.
rows of trees and harvested a good crop
It is a business privilege for buyers
of beans that brought me $31. Near the uot to tumble over each other iu their
little
was
a
there
stable
triangular piece haste to offer the highest possible prices.
of laud growing nothing but weeds, and Instead
they first canvass a section, as
me
to
allowed
father
put it in good has beeu done in this state, and gobble
my
condition and set it in strawberries. 1 on to the
crop of such timid growers as
put out the plauts in August and the they may find, who instead of studying
next year had a fair crop of berries, and
up the situation and getting posted on
the next year a big crop that I sold for
accept the first offer made, as has
to help prices,
3is-> Λο
I had to uav out
did
the
and
I
and
tu piilc them
market,
AU lute that can be secured at under
rent early murmurs, aud late iu the even- value.» are thus
captured before the sellof
side
second
tbo
In
my
year
ings.
er» learn the real state of the market.
work on this land witli potatoes, beans
Outside of this state contracts for the
and strawberries I made clear 1228.'!">
crop of fruit still on the trees have been
including my own lab >r.
made at prices above any yet reported
The tending of these crops did not here. Latest sales indicate the price
take my time from the real work on tbe level
fully maintained. Many salus in
farm, but it was doue at odd times, or western New York are authoritatively
a
that
think
that
I
late and early.
boy
reported at three to four dollars per baris industrious can pick up bits of land rel for the oues and twos right through.
on the farm not growing anything, and
\V. S. Perrine, one of the widely known
in this way make a start for himself.
growers of Centralia, III., writes the
Next year I intend to add some pigs to Boston Cultivator that he has sold his
my part of side work and add $00 to apples, ones and twos together, at $5 50
*100 more to my income."
per barrel.
We believe there are a goodly number
In all Maine, west of the Kennebec
of Maine boys who have done something river, there is a full average crop of
in side line farming on their own acapples. Not a barrel of thene standard
count. Why not give Farmer readers a winter varieties, well sorted, need be
and
what
Maine
know
chance to
boys
sold for less than $3 00. The situation
girls have accomplished even though it is such there can be no danger of any
in
a deSend
remarkable?
be
not
may
prolonged slump in prices as the winter
scription of what you have done.— advances. We feel safe in taking this
Maine Farmer.
stroug ground. All growers of Maine
winter apples are in a position to get
Sold.
Farm
wood
m
El
money out of them if they will but
good
The noted farm at Poland, built up
keep
posted.—Maine Farmer.
by Mr. J. 8. Sanborn, where so many
carried
valuable experiments have been
Mr. Clark's Alfalfa Crop.
on and so much good stock raised, has
Here comes my fourth crop of alfalfa
just been sold to a wealthy gentleman in
was my
Boston who is already preparing to of 1907. On the 18th of June
stock it with cows and bogs, making first on 3 1-2 acres, second crop July
the fourth
cream for the market and feeding the Uth, third crop, August 10th,
of
skim-milk. Since Dr. Twitchell took crop Sept. 17th. Less than 4 inches
the growth of
charge the production of ha.v has been water had fallen during
the fourth
increased to over two hundred tons and the three last crops. Since
is plenty of water.
with such a h-rd as is now planned this crop was cut there
The fourth crop was in the bam Sept.
must be greatly increased.
the fifth crop
The Parmer is gratified that this farm -'1st. It is now the 20th,
field was
is to be still further improved and since is fully S inches high. The
two crops first year,
the above was in type we have learned needed June 3, 1005,
Mr.
Uifford, the new four crops next, this year up to date
that recently
four crops, the fifth ie growing.
owner, with l)r. Twitchell, visited WinI bave gone over the field every time
throp and purchased of Bailey Bros. 21
was removed
choice new milch cows to be shipped to immediately *fter the crop
with my Double Acthe farm Wednesday. This is the be- in two directions
Harrow set at light angle, except
ginning of a herd of 100 to supply skim tion
the barrow at a
milk for 200 hog*. This will build up this last crop I set
and went over it in three
the farm rapidly. Recently the noted stronger angle
Have sown a little more
stallion Gemare was at the request of directions.
time and with the
the heirs, laid to rest on the top of the alfalfa need every
harrowing have made a more perfect
high hill back of the house. Many who stand.
read this will deeply regret that age
I used decomposed yard manure for
the
made
step.—Maiue
necessary
the first three crops this year but 1
Parmer.
found that when decomposed yard manure is put on the field immediately
Winter U Coming.
after cutting the crop I cannot harrow
the
summer
that
realizo
to
It is hard
enough to get best results, that is, when
is ended, but unless we do realize it and it is dry, so that after cuttiug this last
and
make
practical crop I used bone and nitrate of potash in
prompt
accordingly
preparation for winter the cold weather equal parts. It is doing well, In fact,
will find us unprepared and cause much the field is in the best condition since
trouble and annoyance if not positive sown in 1905.
loss.
The more I cultivate the better it
will be
Cull out the fowls very closely now
grows. I expect this fifth orop
will
make
house
because cold weather
the largest of the season.
hen*
the
and
valuable
good
room very
If your patrons will send me a twoshould not have their right infringed cent stamp I will tell them bow to raise
Hens
members.
unprofitable
upon
alfalfa, timothy or redtop so that it will
more than three years old will scarcely
pay them to run a farm.
lay enough eggs this winter to make
Will send you a sample of the alfalfa
their retention profitable. Dispose of which will show you a growth of fully
all surplus male birds whether old or 8 inches in ten days.—George U. Clark
more through
in Turf, Farm and Home.
young. Don't carry any
the winter than you will have to have
breeders.
for use as
Regular Hours for Feed.
If any window lights got broken out
farmer* do not realize the imat
them
Many
the
summer,
replace
during
their stock at regPatch up tbe flaws in the roof, portance of feeding
once
but it is of great importance.
look out for knot holes in tbe walls of ular hours,
a lot of bogs which bave to wait
the building and see that there are no Take
time for feed and see
cracks or boles anywhere in the house after their regular
and noisy they become.
through which the cold wind and other how restless
ia true of them ia true in a
elements such as snow and rain can And what
The
measure of other animals.
blow, causing drafts, colds and perhaps great
man who is regular in bis habits, eating
an epidemic of roup.—Turf, Farm and
at a regular hour, will, other things beHome.
ing equal, thrive beet and be healthiest
and strongest; and what Is true of man
Experiments recently completed by in thia regard is correspondingly true oi
the Wisconsin Experiment Station to the lower animale. A farmer can readascertain the most profitable period in
ily get into the habit of feeding bis stock
the life of a dairy cow, show that the
and they will learn to expect it
is dur- regularly
maximum
performance
average
a regular time and rest patiently unat
ing the fifth or sixth year. The longtb til the next feeding period comes about.
of time this greatest production can b«
Experiments in this direotion would
maintained depends on the constitu- soon
satisfy the most doubting person
which
she
tional strength and care with
of the truth of the value of regularity in
of
is fed and bandied. The best type
feeding.—Agricultural Bpitomist.
dairy cow should not show any tendency
to falling off before 10 years of age, If
Winter dairying will alwaya be popnot forced beyond her capacity, and alar with the successful farmer. He li
after ai so
many cows hold good for years
bnay during summer that he ia unall dairymen are aware.—Maine Farmer. able to do summer dairying justice.

HOURS IN THE JURY ROOM WITHOUT EVER BEINO
NEAR A VERDICT.

The trial of Wallace 6. Everett of Parle
for the murder of Edgar L. Radcliffe ol
the same town was resumed last Monday,
and the case was given to the jury al
'even minutes past ten Tuesday forenoon. Just twentyfive hours later, at
11:07 Wednesday, the jury wasdischarged by Judge Strout, having failed to
It is understood that
reach a verdict.
on the final ballots seven were for conviction and five for acquittal.

Swasey, Everett's attorney, was suffering from a severe cold
Monday morning, having been under
treatment by a physician the day before,
but he was able to go on with the case.
Hon. John P.

At tbfc

opening

of the court

Monday

morning Mr. Everett was called to the
stand, and his cross-examination by Mr.
Philbrook was resumed.

In

answer

to

questions, he said that be had used dy-

namite fifteen years, and described the
manner of making it up for use at
Crocker Bill. He said he was not near
enough to the person breaking into the
dynamite house to see in what manner
he made the break, and that be did not
testify at a former hearing that he saw
how it was done.
On re-direct Everett stated that in addition to the other things in the building, there were nails of several sizes.
Shown Radcliffe's boot with the nail
sticking in the sole, he said there were
nails of that size there.
Dr. Bradbury was recalled by the defence, and stated that he bad said at the
preliminary hearing that the right leg
was broken and burned.
Forrie Everett was recalled and produced the two small stones for which
Mr. Swasey bad been inquiring of so
on
many witnesses, which were lying
tbe ground near the position of Kadcliffe's head. He had been to tbe scene
that morning and removed them, and he
placed them on tho floor in the position
in which he found them on tbe ground.
He said that on the Tuesday following
he was at the scene and
the

explosion

fuse.
Horace D. Tultle was called and said
that he was at the scene the day following the explosion, and did not see any
fuse.
Mr. Batcheller was recalled and said
that liis instructions to Everett were to
report to bim personally regarding the
he did not wish
presence of intruders, as
to have the report made on the telephone
where others might hear.
Leroy Everett said that he knew that
Mrs. Radcliffe, Ed's mother, was sometimes called Mrs. Jennie Radcliffe. He
also produced a piece of fuse found in
his field this spring which was used last
saw no

November.

The letter signed Mrs. Jennie Radcliffe was read by Mr. Swasey. It was
written to Wallace Everett, dated May
20, 1007. It asked him for the loan of
five dollars as she needed some shoes
and other things, and she would pay him
as soon as she got to work.
The bundle of washing found at the
of the roads was introduced in

junction
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evidence by the defence.
then rested.

The defence

For the state in rebuttal L.J. Lewie
recalled, and stated tbat the piece of
fuse which he found smelled of powder
and saltpetre. When exposed long to
the air, the odor of saltpetre is lost.
Scott C^lby was recalled and said that
he and Radcliffe had made no plans fora
was

Fourth of July celebration.
On cross-examination he was asked
if there was found among Radcliffe's
things a lantern that belonged to Mr
Brown. He said there was a lantern bot

didn't know whose it was.
Professor Robinson was then recalled
by the state and testified that he had
made numerous experiments with dynamite. Modern American dynamite is
only nitroglycerine and fine sawdust or
wood pulp. It is much more stable than
that made by former methods. He had
hammered it, fired a revolver into it and
set it on fire without exploding it.
On cross-examination he said that he
had not analyzed any of the dynamite
used by Mr. Brown. He had not found
that the age of dynamite increased its
explosive powers.
The state having concluded its rebuttal, I)r. Hennig was recalled by the defence, and gave the composition of the
used at the mine, which is the
ne

dynamite

Atlas brand.

Professor Robinson was recalled, and
stated the Atlas brand of dynamite was
made by the DuPunt Powder Co., for
whom he was consulting chemist and for
whom he had made experiments with

dynamite.

Mr. Swasey handed Professor Robinbook and asked if the formula
tiiere given was not the formula used
by the DuPont Co. for the Atlas brand.
He said it was, in 181)9, eight years ago.
In that time there has been a great
change in the composition of dynamite,
He had
in the direction of simplicity.
analyzed some of the dynamite within a
month.
The evidence was closed at this point,
about 11:30 a. u., and the court adjourned until afternoon.
son a

When court opened at 2 p. m., every
available spot in the court room was
tilled by the crowd of spectators, whu
were most anxious to hear the arguments
of counsel. Mr. Swasey began his argument for the defence shortly after the

in bis own right band, thrown up by the
force of the explosion and plunged into

the throat.
The theory of the state that Everett
went back after the explosion and plung-

ed the knife into Radcliffe's throat Mr.
Swasey denounced as a dastardly con-

ception.

Mr. Swasey asked if the
bad seen any indication of guilt in
the appearance of the respondent, either
on the stand or at the scene of the explosion on the Tuesday previous, and
finished bis address with an eloquent
reference to the scene spread out before
them from the hilltop that day, which it
might be in their power to say Wallace
Everett should never see again.
About an hour and three-quarters was
occupied by Mr. Swasey, and at the
close he was warmly oomplimented on
all sides for his able effort for his olient.
In

jury

closing

Assistant Attorney-General Philbrook
spoke for about two hours, and though
it was quite a little past 0 o'clock when
he closed, no one of the large audience
had left the room. It was a most clear,
logical and powerful argument, built up
step by step and showing full familiarity
with every detail of the evidence.
Regarding the matter of circumstantial
évidence, it is often the fact, said Mr.
Philbrook, as in this case, that there can
be no direct evidence. For the most
part, circumstances can not lie.
When a man is charged with murder,
there may be several defences. In this
case they say there has not been a felonious killing, and it is our duty to bogin
right at this point.
A fundamental fact is the cause of
death, and that is given by the surgeon
as suffocation, resulting from the blood
from the wound in his throat. We don't
need to go beyond the wound in the
throat. Mr. Philbrook dwelt at considerable length upon the wound, as one
that could have been made only by a
sharp instrument, blunt on one side. Was
it self-inflicted, by accident, or by some
outside person?
The suicide theory would be absurd,
in view of all facts. Could such a wound
have deen inflicted by accident, and if it
could, would there not have been some
Yet Mr.
blood on the hand or sleeve?
Philbrook took up the coat and showed
that there was no blood on the sleeve,
and said when the young man was found,
the knife was behind him, and the right
arm was under him.
With the irresistible conclusion drawn
that the wound was inflicted by an outside party, Mr. Philbrook passed to the
discussion of the location of the explosion, which he said was shown to be outside the walls and floor of the building
by the fact that there were no splinters
in the dirt in the hole and that there
were pieces of wood at the bottom of
some of the wounds in the body.
The possibility of a verdict of manslaughter, on the testimony of Everett
himself, was suggested by Mr. Philbrook, on the ground that by fastening a man into a small building containing a large quantity of dynamite, he was
guilty of criminal carelessness.
The question of motive was taken up,
and the alleged threats, one of which had
not even been denied by Everett, were
commented upon. Mr. Philbrook t^en
turned to the insurance matter, and
traced the history of the several policies,
showing that one of the policies was assigned to Everett absolutely, the other
conditioned only upon the death of Radcliffe before that of Everett, and that the
notice of reinstatement on the latter
policy was sent to Everett only three
days before Radcliffe's death.
Ab the hour was late, Mr. Philbrook
ran rapidly over the varions circumstances which, as be asserted, all conspired to connect Wallace Everett directly with the death of Radcliffe. "The
state has no theory, gentlemen," he
said. "It simply puts the facte, and all

the facte, before you."

the KING Cf φ
I DIAMONDS.

il
!

At the

opening

of the court

Tuesday

possibility of
He instruct-

in this case of
verdict of manslaughter.
ed them, however, that such a verdict
could not be returned in thie case. The
verdict must be guilty of murder, or it
must be not guilty.
Circumstantial evidence, said the
judge, may be and often is satisfactory
proof of guilt. But it must be very carefully weighed, and all the circumetauces
must point in one direction, and they
must harmonize and make a continuous
chain. If there is one link missing,
circumstances will not be sufficient to
justify a verdict of guilty.
Taking up the circumstances of this
case, Judge Strout referred to the question whether the dynamite bouse was
blown up from the inside or the outside,
and cited the testimony of Mr. Batchel1er and Dr. Hennig that in their opinion
it was blown up from the inside, and
asked the jury if they were satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the burns
on the limbs could have been received
from an explosion under the floor of the
building. That is a question of fact for

suggestion

a

a

the jury.
Much evidence has been introduced on
the point of the oxplosiveness of dyuamite. Are you able to say beyond a

reasonable doubt that dynamite would

fall?
not explode by
There were fuses found near the scene,
court opened, and after his general openrelations said Judge Strout. One was in the road,
ing took up the subject of the
of Everett and Radcliffe, which be said with a stone on it. It is difficult to avoid
had always been entirely friendly, and the suspicion that human agency had
that there.
though later he referred to the testi- something to do with putting
to bo fre»h, but ex·
mony of Mrs. Radcliffe regarding the The other was said
statements made by Everett, he said he pert witnesses had testified that it had
simply did not believe it, and there wae boon long exposed to the weather.on the
There were several blood spots
nothing to show tbat the men had evei
had any other than friendly relatione.
ground. Is that anything surprising, in
Coming to the events of the 13th ol view of the conditions? There were also
June, Mr. Swasey said that it was un- blood spots on the knife. That might
of
questioned that Everett shut Radcliffe be expected, considering the quantity
into the dynamite house. In hie acta blood on the ground in the immediate
that night, as he had related it on the vicinity. But there was no blood on the
the stand, he was simply and strictly point of the blade.
With regard to the motive, something
following out his instructions for tht
has been brought in about a well bus!·
safety of the property.
The state apparently, said Mr. Swasey, nese, and you have heard Mrs. Radcliffe's
is going to argue that the house wai
testimony. That is denied by the reblown up by dynamite placed beneath it, spondent, and it is for you to decide as
but you have heard the testimony of ex to the truth. Did not Kadcliffe and the
afterperte who have stated that in theii respondent continue friendly
ward»?
opinion it was blown up from the inside
With regard to the insurance, Judge
and they have given their reasons foi
that opinion. Among the exhibits of the Strout Instructed the jury that as the aswas
pick signment of policies was made to secure
state was a piece of fuse which
ed up in the road, where, said Mr, Everett, be could hold the insurance only
what he
swasey, it had been placed for the Dur as trustee, and oould keep only
bad put into it.
pose of finding it.
On the question of the insurance, Mr
Taking up the testimony of Professor
Swasey stated that that did not furnist Robinson as to the contents of Radcliffe's
we have
even an excuse for alleging a motive, be stomach, Judge Strout said that
no testimony as to where Radoliffe was
were assigned tc
cause the policies
left
Colby's and the
Everett only for the young man's benefit between the time he
and Everett could not receive from theu explosion, and instructed the jury that
the case on
anything more than the interest repre they were not to decide but
on facts.
probabilities or suspicion,
eented by what he bad put into them.
Up to the time of the explosion, are
Alleging that the state started oui
without any theory, and now had two not all the oircumstancea consistent with
Mr. Swiisey stated his theory of th< the innocence of the respondent, or are
affair, which was that Radcliffe wai they absolutely inconsistent?
It does not appear that there was any
braced against the wall of the house wltl
his right foot againet the door, trying U suspicion of foul play until the autopsy,
practically rests upon the
push it open, and had knocked dowi and the case
question whether after the explosion the
some of the dynamite from the shelf t(
the floor, where it was exploded, elthei throat was cut by ibe respondent. Was
made by the ex·
by the concussion of the fall or in somi » the cut In the throat
other way tbat we do not knot*. Thii plosion, or by the act of man?
You have heard the testimony of Dr.
would account exactly for the injuries t< >
Bradbory, who has given his opinion,
the limbs.
the
The wound in the throat may havi There wm another phyaiolao at
(Continued on page four.)
been caused by the knife which he helc 1
a

"What's that*"

"Latin for a cop. You complained of
my want of nerve. Watch me now."
lie halted the policeman and questioned him aliout the locality, the direction of the roads, the villages on the
coast.
lie explained pleasantly that
he was η Londoner and an utter stranger In these parts.
"You are staying at the Grange
House, slrV'^sald the man In his turn.
"Yes. Come here today. In fact."
Is the gentleman
"I saw you, sir.
who drove you from Scarsdale staying
there too? I met you on the road, and
he seemed to know me."
Grenier silently anathematised his
carelessuess. Policemen In rural Yorkshire were not as common as |»oll<-e·
men In Oxford street. It was the same
man whom he had encountered hours
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Fut the light was growing very un"ortrUn.
"Λ lamp." he said querulously, for
tl:::e s; ed and he had much to do—

"bring

'***

ν

♦♦

<

lamp quickly!"

:.t toward the front kitchMason
Greu.'er s!!d not care al»out be•:i.
i'MT loft al^ne face to fare with the
ailid and naked form in the chnlr. 6ut
lie set his teeth and repressed the tendency to rush after his confederate.
The taller in returning halted an In-

stant.
"IIcllo!'' he cried. "Here's his hat."
After placing the lamp on the table
beside the mirror he went back to the
p.lis:>ge.
Grenier was so busy with the making
up process that ho did not notice what
Ills bent
his companion was doing.
form shrouded the light, and Mason
placed the hat carelessly on a chair,

lie chanced to hold it by an uninjured
never thought of

part of the rim and
e.wmdnlng It.

At last Grenier declared himself satisfied.
"What do you think of the result?" he
demanded, facing about so that the
other could see l»oth Anson and himself.
"First rate. It would deceive his own
mot her."
A terrific rattat sounded on the outer
door.
A direct summons to the Infernal
regions could not have startled both
men more thoroughly.
Grenier, with
the protecting makeup on forehead and
cheeks, only showed his terror in his
glistening -yes and palsied frame. Mason, whom nothing could daunt, was
nevertheless spellbouud with surprise.

J. CLODE.

'•Not—kîil fclm? Why—lie was dead—
in tlmt chalr--for au haur."
"Perhaps. I lilt li;:rd enough, but
this lint must have tirkeu some of it.
When you were busy. I thought his

chest heaved slightly. And Just now
when I carried him outside he seemed
to move."
'T.ot!"
"It may be. I struck very hard."
Grenier sat up.
"Even if you are right." he muttered, "It does not matter. lie fell 300
feet. The fail alone would kill him.
And If he is drowned and the body Is
picked up it is better so. Don't you
we? Even If he were recognised he
Well,
would be drowueff, not—not—
hU death would be due to natural
causes."
He could not brinr himself to say
"murdered." au ugly word.
"If you were not such a milksop,
there would be no fear of his being

"Oh, he Is a doctor. Yes, he resides
In the Grange House.**
"You won't find much room for a
party there, sir," persisted the constable. "I don't remember the gentleman
at all. What Is his name?"
"Dr. Williams. Ile Is a genial sort
of fellow—nods to anybody. Take a
cigar. Sorry I can't ask you to go up
and,have a drink, but there is Illness
Iq the place."
The policeman passed on.
"Illness," he said, glancing at the
gloomy outlines of the farm. "Ilow
many of 'eui are In t' place, and who's
von dark lookin' chap, I wonder? My.
but his face would stop a clock P'

But Grenier lau.-bed a hollow and
Nevertheless It
unconvincing laugh.
was a sign of recovery.
"What nonsense we are talking! A
naked man floating dead In the North

CHAPTER XIX.
EXT morning Mason
off to Scarsdale at an
hour.
Ile ascertained that
Green had quitted the Fox
and Hounds luu In time to catch the
first train.
Πβ returned to Grange House with
the dogcart and drove Grenier to
Scarsdale with his luggage, consisting
of Philip's portmanteau and his own.
together with a batbox.
He touched his cap to Grenier when
the latter smiled affably on him from
the luxury of a first class carriage,
and he pocketed a tip with a grin.
A porter was also feed lavishly, and
the station master was urbanity Itself
as he explained the junctions and the
time London would be reached.
Left to himself, Mason lunded over
the dogcart to the hostler at the Inn,
pakl for Its hire and again walked to
the deerted farm. lie surveyed every
Inch of the ground iloor, carefully raking over the ashes in the grate, scrubbed the passages with a hard broom
and water, packed some few personal
belongings in a small bag and set out
again, after locking the door securely,
for a long tramp over the moor. Nine
miles of mountain road would bring
him to another Hue of railway. Thence
he would l>o.-»k to I»n:!on and travel
straight through, arriving at the capital late at n!ght and not making the
slightest attempt to communicate with
Grenier en route.
There was little fear of comment or
inquiry caused by the disappearance
of the inhabitants of the Grange

trudge^
earl]H

Not Philip Anson
he?
Philip Adsoii Is gayly gadding
about England on his private affairs.
Where is Green? Hunter, go and tell
Green to bring my traps here instantly.
Who is

sea.

surely!

I

wish him to return to town on an

urgent errand."
There was a glint of admiration In
Mason's eyes. Here was one with Anion's face, wearing Anson's clothes and
addressing him in Anson's voice.
"That's better," he chuckled. "You're
clever when your head Is clear."
"Now be off for Green. You know
what to say."
"You will be

alone.

Will you

be

The sneer was the last stimulant
Grenier needed.
"If you were called ou to stand In
Philip Anson's boots during the next
week or ten days, my good friend."
he quietly retorted, "you would be
afraid sixty times in every hour. Your
Job has nearly ended; mine has barely
commenced. Now leave me."
Nevertheless he quitted that chamber of death carrying with him all that
he needed and hurrving over the task
while he could yet hear the dogcart
rattling down the hill.
Ile commenced with an Inventory of

Philip's pockets.
His eyes sparkled at the sight of

a

weir lilled pocketbook, with a hundred
pounds in notes stuffed therein, cards,
a small collection of letters, and other
odds and ends. Among Philip's bookwas
Evelyn's hurried note of that
morning, and on it a penciled ineiuo-

nouse.
He and "Dr." Williams were the
only residents even slightly known to
Such stores as
the distant village.
thev needed the.v had paid for. The
house was hired for a month from au
agent in the county town ami the rent
paid iu advance. It was not clear who
owned the place. The a Rent kept it on
his books until some one should claim

randum:

Shiirpe loft for Devonshire yesterday.
Lady M. wrote from Yorkshire.
"That was a neat stroke." thought
Grenier, with a smile—when he smiled
he

n un
*

l']Lcw
terrl, dear of the cliff'» edge.
ιM'Ji'lil »*"»o nc

i"m

υ,α*

ii'.tnv.'or was tins wno knocucd
They were a mile
ami η luli from t!i«-· nearest habitation,
four miles from a village. What fearful dunce bad brought to their door
who thus boldly demanded admisι,: :ιll.nl their scheme miscarried at
\

so

h «t

ImxMT.llvely?

vit:»I moment? Had Anson susjv
something and arranged that he
.:1ΐΜ·1 ί be followed by rescuers-aveng-

The '!μμί· agony of fear restored
He was not Grenier
:iier's wits.
row but Philip Anson-a very shaky
,;:;tl uunerved Philip Anson, It was
true, but suiflclently lifelike to choke
C

off doubti::g inquiries.
lie clutched Mason's arm and pointed a quivering finger at Philip.
"Out with him! This instant! The
tide is high!"
"But his face! If he le found
—

Mason reached for the life preserver
with horrible purpose.
"No, no. No more noise. Quick,
man! You must go to the door. Only
summon me if necessary. Oh, quick.
Ile rushed to another door and opened it. There was a balcony beyond. It
overhung the very Hp of the rock. Far
beneath the deep blue of the sea shone
and naught else.
Mason cauRht up Anson s limp form
and ran with him to the balcony.
With a mighty swing he threw him
outward, clear of the cliffs edge. For

few tremulous seconds they listened.
They thought they heard a splash.
Then Mason turned coolly to Grenier.
"Is there any blood on my coat?
"I can see none.
Now, the door.
Keep inside!"
With quaking heart he listened to
Mason's heavy tread along the passage
He clinched
and across the kitchen.
the back of a chair In the effort to
calm himself by forcible means. Then
he hoard the unbolting of the door and
a

the telegraph messenger's prompt announcement:

"Philip Anson, Esq."

Mason came to him carrying the telegram.
Grenier subsided Into the chair he
held.
This time he was prostrated,
lie could scarcely open the tllmsy en-

velope.

Abingdon counsels caution.
is sonic mistake. Much love.

Says there
EyELTN

That was all, but It was a good deal.
Grenier looked up with lackluster
He was almost fainting.
eves.
"Send him away," he murmured.
"There Is nothing to be done. In tne

morning"-

Mason saw that hie ally was nearly
exhausted by the reaction. He grinned and cursed.
_

"Of all the chicken hearted
But he went and dismissed the boy.
Grenier threw himself at full length
—

on a

least resembled Philip. "Heing a
of affairs. Anson promptly went

man
ivr

lut*

.nui Kuiun

nuuviivm».

&

after all."

As the murderer walked and smoked
his reflections were not quite cheerful,
now that he could cry "quits" with
Philip Anson.
His experiences of the previous night
Neither he nor
were not pleasant.
Greuler went to bed. They dozed uneasily in chairs until daylight, and

to his Joy.
"The last rock ont of uiy put h !'* he
cried aloud. "That saves two days.
The hait took. Hy Jove! I'm lu luck's

then they admitted that they bad committed Anson's body to the deep in a
moment of unreasoning panic.
He might be found, and even if he
were not identified that confounded policeman might be moved to Investigate
the proceedings of the curious visitors

way!"

one of the same shape and
color.
Ile was quietly smoking a cigar and
practicing Philip's voice lietweeu tho
puffs when Mason returned with the
valet.
The sceite, carefully rehearsed by
Grenier in all Its details, passed ofT
with gratifying success. Purring with
satisfaction, the chief scoundrel of the
pair left In the Grauge House by the
astonished servant began to overhaul
the contents of rhllip's bag.
It held the ordinary outfit of a gen
Neman who does uot expect to pay a
protracted visit—an eveu!..j dross suit,
a light overcoit, a tweed K::It and a
small supply of boots ami linen. A

possessed

tiny dressing caie fitted Into a special
receptacle, and on top of this ruposed

folded docuincut.
Grenier opened It. Mason looked
over his shoulder. It was headed:
"Annual Iiepoet of the Mary Anson
a

Hoir.ts For Destitute Poys."
Mason coars?»ly curscd lw>tb the home
and its putrou, but Grenier laughed

pleasantly.

1

to Grange House.
That was the weak part of their
armor, but Grenier refused to admit
the flaw.
"A naked man found in the sea—and
he may 'lever be found—has not necessarily been thrown from a balcony
300 feet altove sea level. The notion
No constabulary bralu
Is grotesque.
And who is he?
could conceive It.
Not Philip Anson.
Philip Anson Is
■live. Not Dr. Williams. Any ScarsAnd your
ilale man will say that.
best friend. Mason, would not take him

for you."
But Mason was uot satisfied. Better
have buried the corpse on the lonely
farm—in the garden for choice. Then
they would know where he was. Tho
sea was too vague.
Of pity for his victim he bad not a
Jot Had Philip Auson pitied him or
his wife or his two children? T'.vy,
too. were dead In all probability. While
In Londou he had made ever)· sort of
Inquiry, but always encountered a
blank wall of negation. John and William Mason, even if they lived, did not
know he was their father. Ί bey were

lost to him utterly.
Curse Philip Anson. Let him be forgotten anyway. Yet be contrived to
think of him during the nine weary
miles over the moor, during the long
wait at the railway station and during
the slow hours of the Journey to Lon-

"The very thing!" he cried. "Look
here!"
And he pointed to an indorsement by

don.

"For signature If approved of."
"I will sign and return it, with a
nice typewritten letter, tomorrow from
York. Abingdon Is one of the governors.
Oh, I will bamtmozle them rare-

ip Anson."

the secretary:

ly !"

"This blooming charity will help you
bit then?'
"Nothing better. Let us go out for a
Now, don't forget. Adlittle stroll.
dress me as 'Mr. Anson.' Get used to
It even If we are alone, and It will be
no harm should we hapi>en to meet
a

eomel)ody."
They went down the hill and entered
the rou.çh country road t'int wound up
from Fcatrdile to the cliff. Tlirottg'i
the faint li.T'ît of a summer's night

sofa.

"What's up now ?" demanded Maeon,
finding him prone.
"Walt—Just a little while—until my
heart stops galloping. That confounded knock! It Jarred my spine,
"Take some more brandy."
ι
I "now can I? It is impossible. I
haven't got an ox head, like you."
Mason placed the lamp on a central
ι
table. Its rai ι fell on Philip's hat.
{Something in M» appearance caught
the man's eye. He picked up the bat
and examined It critically.
"Do you know," he said, after a silence broken only by Greuler's deep
breathing, "I fancy I didn't kill him,

It.

»M.v

of it. I wonder liow Jimmie arranged
matter* with Sh.trpe. I will know to
morrow at York."
A checkbook in another pocket milled

There was uow no need to write to
Philip's bank for a fresh I jok, which
whs his first daring expedient.
He seated himself at a table ami
wrote rhllip's signature several times
to test his hand. At last it was steady.
Then lie put a match to a tire all ready
for lighting and burned rhllip's hat,
collar, shirt and underclothing; also
the blood stained towel.
When the mass of clothing was smol
tiering black and red he threw a fresh
supply of coal ou top of It. The loss
of the hat did not trouble him. He

Feed Yoer Nerves

Upon rich, pure, nourishing blood by
taking Hood'· Sarupari 11a, and 70a
will be tree from those spells of despair, those sleepless nights and anxious
days, those gloomy, deathlike feelings,
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those dyspeptic symptoms and blinding
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of co'.'.'»ο. for openiug a short account."
"We \.i!i Ls; delighted."
"I will write « check now for £5.000.
whk'h kindly place to my credit ae
soou as possible. Shall we say the day
after tomorrow?"
"That is quite possible. We will· use
all expedition."
."Thank you. You understand, this la
merely a preliminary. I will need a
mur h larger stun, hut I will pay in my
next eheck after heariug from I^ondon.
I am not quite sure about the amount
of my private balance at the momeut."
Th«* bank manager assured him there
would be no difficulty whatever under
such conditions.
Grenier obtained his pass book and
check book after writing a check on
London before the other man's eyes.
For a small amount an Introduction
would have been necessary. Iu the
case of Philip Anson, the millionaire, a
man who handled thousands so readily. It ww needless. Moreover, his procedure was unexceptionable—strictly
according to banking business.
Grenier rallied off to the station,
caught η train for Leeds, went to the
bank of a different company with different Loudon ageuts and carried
through the same maneuver.
lie returned to York and secured the
services of the hotel typist, lie wrote
to Philip's bankers:

ago.

recognize I."

afraid?"

··»1

morning Judge Strout charged the jury.
After defining briefly the degrees of
homicide, he said that there had been a

tney saw a iiinn approacning.
It was α ptillcoman.
"Absit omen." said Grenier softly.

On arriving at York. Grenier secured
palatial suit at the Station hotel, entering his name In the register as "Phil-

a

Ile drove to the postofllce and asked
If there was any message for "Grenier."
Yes. It read:
Family still at Penzance. Persundcd
friend that letter vm only intended to

create

unpleasantness

with

uncle.

Ho

view and returned to town.
Will say nothing.
Unsigned, it came from a town near
Belthaui. Grenier was satisfied. île lit
a cigarette with the message.
At a branch postoflice he dispatched
two telegrams. The first to Evelyn:
took

same

Will remain In the north for a few days.
Too busy to write today. Full letter toPHILIP.
morrow. Love.

The second to Mr. Abingdon:
Tour messape through Mies Atherley
Afnoted. Please suspend all Inquiries.
fair quite unforeseen. · Will explain by
Address
today, Station hotel,
letter.
ANSON.
York.
Then he entered a bank and asked

for the manager.
"My name may be known to you," he
said to the official, at the same time
bandlug bis card.
"Mr. Anson, Park lane—the Mr. An-

eon."

"I suppose I can flatter myself with
the definite article. I am stay .n g lionsome few days and wish to carry out
certaiu trau-actlons requiring large
sums of moucy. I will be ίΤ-f--I to net
through your bank, on spoeial terms,

I am transacting some very Important
private business In the north of England
ami have opened temporary account·
bank In York and the
with the
hank In Leeds, and I shall lived a considerable sum of ready money.
Possibly
I may also open accounts in Bradford and
Sheffield. Today I liave drawn two checks
for £5.000 each. Kindly let me know by.
return the current balance to my credit,
as I dislike overdrafts and would prefer
to realize some securities.

The next letter run:
My Dear Abingdon—Excuse a typewrithorribly busy. The Norer. but I a:
lands' aflfclr 1* a purely family and perone.
It
brings into activity circumsonal
stances dating far back in my life and In
the lives of my parents. Sir Philip Is not
Lady
dying nor evt .i dangerously III.
l»ulsa Is In Yorkshire, and 1 am making
arrangements which will close a long
standing feud.
Write me here if necessary, but kindly
keep back all business or other communication·. save those of a very urgent character. for at least a week or perhaps ten

day».
Sorry for tills enforced absence from
It simply cannot be avoided, and
town.
I

am

you will

sure

leave

a

detailed

ex-

planation until we meet. I have signed
the Inclosed annual report of the ± ·:ηβ.
Will you kindly forward It to the secret&ry? Yours sincerely,
PHILIP ANSON.
Grenier dictated this

epistle

from a

carefully composed copy. He understood the very friendly relations that
existed between Philip and his chief
agent, and he thought that In adopting
a semiapologetic, frankly reticent tone
he was striking the right key.
The concluding reference to the M.iry
Anson Home was sm;:rt, he Imaginai,
while the main body of the letter dealt
In safe generalities.
Naturally, he knew nothing of the

conversation between the two men on
this very topic a couple of mouths
earlier.
Rut Lang.lon's ample conic «.:U .is had
clearly revealed Philip's attitude, and
the unscrupulous scoundrel was willing now to dare all iu his attempt to

gain-a fortune.

While ho was dining a telegram was
handed to him:
Yoti forgot to send your address, but
Mr. Abingdon irave It to me. So grieved
)

'JU

iirv

lie

til tl VI.

««Hill

UU>>UI

I».

.1

til.

EVEI.YN*.

lurent more tancom ludbig
No
What was a 1<1ικ· ui«.ui?
one?
doubt creation's scheme Un iiu.ed Mue
atoms as well as bla<k ones ami red
Did ever woman

talizing question limn tliat

Hut why this reference to any
ones.
particular atom? lie trie.! the w.·.·.!.*
in every possible variety of meaninj;.

lie gave them the dignity of laj.iuus—
BLUE ATOM. They ΙκΗ-aue more In-

explicable.
In one respect they were e.i'ecti.«\
They spoiled his dinuer. lie had suvl
ed himself against every |Ki<siii|e for.u

of surprise. Lu» he was forced to a I
mit that during the next three days l«>
must succeed in per. muiing Uvclyn
Atherley tiiat l'bi.ip Anson was alive
and engaged in impoitaut matters in
Yorkshire. That was imperative. Was
his scheme to be wrecked by a blue
atom?

Moreover, her query must be auswer·
ed. Ills promise to write was. of
It would Ik.·
course, a mere device.
manifestly absurd to send her a typewritten letter, and, excellently as he
could copy Philip's signature, lie dared
his skill as a former to the test
not

put

of Inditing a l«»tt»*r to her, no matt -r
how brief. Finally he hit upon a compromise. lie wired:

Stupid of mo to omit η J·! rose. Your
concluding β<·ιιΐ··ηοβ mixed up In transMeaning not qult« cl>.ir. Ant
mission.
PHILIP.
so lonely.
Then he tried to resume his uinuer,
but his api.ellte was pi ne.

feeling

[το

be

continued.]

Gambling In Cnureh.
The uiania for gambling will out,
no matter how carefully hedged about
by the law. Here is an illustration:
"It took a conversation 1 overheard
i t the close of the cburcb service last
Sunday night to bring me to a realisation of the virulence of the lietling
fever," said a Ilarlem woman. "1 actually heard two lioys betting on t!:a
skill of the sexton In snutling out tlie
One bet 25 cents that he
candles.
would extinguish each candle at t'ie
Hrst application of the snuffers, t'ie
I had l»ecu
other that he wouldn't.
watching the proceedings with t'ie
«ame thought in mind, but it never < cîurred to me to bet on the outcome."—
New York Tribune.

How She Viewed It.

Perhaps she was jealous, perhaps
Anyway, she had Just
she wasn't.
beard of the engagement, and she
could not help noticing the engaged

in h?r captured youth.
she said, and her lips curled scornfully, "there's no accounting
for tastes, is there? Some people think
they have won the game when they get

girl's pride
"Really."

the booby

prize,"

A Perilous Prospect.
Coldeck-d hadn't the heart to write
Π real: it gently to iny wife,
a note.
His Second—Now, don't
won't you?
feel that way about It. mv l>oy. You're

coming out of this affair safe and
fcouud. Coldeck—But It Is more serious
than you think. I have reliable information that Wildshot will tire In the

■ir.—Puck.

Position With a Pull.
Visitor—I understand that our friend
Stuckup has got a position with a pull
to it at last? Resldenter—That's right.
By means of a rope he helps to yank
cattle to slaughter In an abattoir.—
Morrlstown Times.

Promising Is not giving, but serve·
to content fools.-Portuguese Proverb,

—
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power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar baslsees complete and popular.
«ΠΜ,Ε COPIFJ.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron»
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
•ale at the following places In the County :
South Carts,
Shurtleff's Drug StoreNorway,
Noyes' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Kuckfleld,
Mrs. Harlow. Cost Oflce.
Carts Util,
^«muel T. White.
WVst Carls.
P. A. 9hurtleff A Co.

Coming Events.
No*. 5.—Oxford Comona Grange. Oxford.
Not. l'J, 13.—Ox font Association of Unlvernaltet·, Turner Center.

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Heavy Warm Robes Cheap.
Coats and Suits.
We Have Returned.
N. Dayton Bol-ter A Co.
The Large Yield of Sweet Corn.
Help Wanted.
Cnto Every Man.
The Country Gentleman.
A
LONG

Water-power
DAM

BL'ILT

FRTEBl'RU,

TO

AT

on

the Saco.

*WAN'S

DEVELOP

FALLS,

1000 HORSE

POWER.

There is now

Fryeburg,

Resolutions.
BackfteM.
▲t a regular meeting of ffm, A. BarMr. and Mr·. Arthur Atwood of AnAt the regular meeting of the Good
Harry Pnrlngton, Bowdoin, '08, has
In town rowi W. R. Corp·, No. 79, Saturday,
Will society Imst week it wm decided to been elected president of the College Γ. barn were calling on relative·
Oct 19.1907, the following resolution*
have their ule and chicken pie supper If. C. A. Nearly half of the atnaenta Saturday, the 19th Inat.
Commissioner Delano wa* in were adopted:
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL the week before
of
the
aaaoclatlon.
County
members
ire
of
instead
Thanksgiving
seotion of ! Whereas, The Great Commander baa
Mr. Hannibal Grover died on the 15th town Saturday inspecting the
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
waiting until the first of December.
Road Com·. ordered our loved and reepeçted sister,
this
bnllt
road
state
A
widow
by
health.
year
of
feeble
months
ι
week
tftor
next
Date and price· will be given
Ella D. Parrar, from the ranks of our
eel οητ Ν. E. Beasey.
A four-horse barge from Bryant's ind three daughters, Mrs. Lettle Thajer, mi
Mrs. Fred Beoord went to Lewiston fraternal oirole to the celestial ranks
Pari* HHL
Pond took about fourteen members of Mrs. Nellie Sturdivant and Mrs. Stella
and Sun·1 above, therefore be it
Onward Rebekah Lodge to South Paris fork, survive him, also a grandson, Han· Saturday, spending Saturday
with her parents, and visiting the j Reaolved, That Wm. ▲. Barrows W.
day
Tork.
ilbal
went
others
Some
last
evening.
Friday
!
No. 79, Department of Maine,
The Parie Hill Sobool Improvement
Mrs. J. C. Billings is entertaining her Auburn schools of the first four grades R. Corps,
train. They were invited to visit the
Mrs. Record is a very suc- has sustained a great loss in the death of
League will give a box supper and by
on Monday.
at South Paris, and report a fine 1 Iriend, Mrs. Skillinga of Peaks Island.
lodge
house
school
the
at
Hallowe'en party
our sister who held the interests of the
Mrs. L. T. Barker returned Tuesday cessful primary teacher.
time.
Wednesday evening, Oct. 30. ÀU are
Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Henry Nulty Corps ever near her heart.
is the guest 1 rom Harmony, Me. This waa the first
Portland
of
Mrs.
Johnson
invited to join the sport, and all ladles
"▲lone unto oar Father's will
Mrs. Wo. Davee were thrown from
of her cousin, Mrs. Elva B. Locke, for a rlait to her birthplace for nearly forty and
One thought hn reconciled—
interested in the school to bring boxes.
their carriage by the horse taking fright
?eurs.
of
weeks.
That He wboee love exeeedetb our·
Miss P. N. Andrews attended tbe couple
Mason attended the at an automobile. Mrs. Nulty was drivHath taken home His child."·
Mrs. Ο. M.
decided
K.
Rev.
A.
Baldwin,
having
meetings of the State Library Associa- to
in Au- ing and when the horse jumped she was
Resolved, That the member* of this
change his profession from a clergy- federation of Women's Clubs
tion held recently ip Portland. Tbeae
The
reins.
lost
the
out
and
thrown
from
the
the
delegate
man to that of a physician, went Mon- | fusta, being
Corps extend their united sympathy to
horse ran some distance until the reins the bereaved husband and family.
meetings are of great value to those
of last week to Brunswick where he ι Columbian Club.
day
known
far
as
So
in
libraries.
interested
Mr. A. F. Copeland has harvested became caught- in the wheel, throwing
has entered Bowdoin Medical School.
Resolved, That in memory of our sisHamlin Memorial Hall was the only Ox^
the horse and throwing Mrs. Davee out. ter our charter be
He was accompanied by Mrs. Baldwin. ! 1500 bushels of potatoes from twelve
draped in mourning
at
those
and
ford County library represented
Both ladies were severely bruised
for a period of thirty days, and that s
Their little son Marshall for the present ι teres, and expects to exceed that next
were
shaken up, but no serious injuries
meetings.
is with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. ; rear.
copy of these resolutions be spread up
Mrs. Ε. H. Bar'on of Cincinnati, Ohio,
on the records of this Porps and thai
Tuesday at 2 o'clock p. if., ground sustained.
A. E. Marshall.
oldest
is tbe guest of Mrs. Jarvis C. Marble.
of
Mrs.
The remains
Bates,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marshall went vas broken for the foundation for the
copies be sent to the family of the deAdmiral Henry W. Lyon, U. S. N.,
The association daughter of Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Bridg- ceased and to the Oxford Democrat foi
last Tuesday to Boston and vicinity loldiers' monument.
and
now statioued at San Francisco, is the
here
were
Monday
brought
intend to visit their daugh- ias purchased a lot of Mr. Eli Stearns ham,
where
publication.
guest of L^wis M. Brown at "Lyoneden." ters forthey
Me- buried in the family lot beside her father
1 >n the corner of Main, High and
Helen S. Robertson, ) Committee
a week or two.
This is the Admiral's first visit to Paris
weeks
a
few
here
was
who
ago.
Post
brought
of
Brown
Members
on
>
Helen Chandler.
Mrs. Caleb Fuller went about a week :hanic Street.
the
Hill since his promotion and his many
in
Boston
has
been
Shaw
Wilson
in
ed
theexerι
md
Relief
R'osetta H. Ryebson, ) Resolutions.
Corps participai
to Portland, where she expects to
friend· here extend congratulations. It ago
friends.
week
to
is
visiting
<
and
work
past
get
being pushed
West Sumner, Oct. 19,1907.
remain through the winter months with :ises,
is hoped and expected that Admiral
George Hersey and two sons bave arher daughter, Mrs. Geo. W. Ridl- n. Mr. 1 ;be corner stone laid as soon as possible.
Lyon will occupy his home here after and Mrs. Ridlon are at Portland for the
The Bowler party have returned from rived here from Flemington, N. J. The
Humane People Everywhere.
To
his retirement from the navy.
will come later.
of having their daughter Bertha * lamestown and report a delightful trip. rest of the family
In- memory of Arioch Wentworth's ;
EvenMiss AliceS. Murdock, who has oc- purpose
of
officers
the
Monday evening
Carpenters are busy as much building
attend echool. Mr. Eugene Hammond,
munificent bequests in aid of the hucupied the Goldberg house since last May, who has worked for Mrs. Fuller since s going on. Harry Brown is preparing ing Star Lodge. F. and Λ. M., were inmane work of our societies, the Americlosed the house and went to California
R.
F.
Master
Past
stalled
Dyer.
for
by
occupancy.
has moved a part of his )is house on High Street
can Humane Educational Society will
last week. Miss Murdock has made early spring,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee of RumThe cold wave caused the farmers to
household g<*ods into her house and he
now distribute 200,000 copies of Its most
were in town Wednesday.
Falls
ford
very many good friends in this com- and his
of
their
ι
-ueh
the
apples.
gathering
books:
family intend to remain there for
Miner Farrar of Boston is visiting his popular
munity who hope for her return next the winter.
Mr. J. C. Billings, our postmaster, is
Black Beauty
season.
L. W. Farrar.
Annie
uncle,
Miss
his
illness.
from
who
re•ecovering
Mr. F. D. Small and family,
Strike at Shane's
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Shorey of Portland
Ed Maxim fractured two ribs Wednesvacated the rent in the lower part 2hipman of Portland has been in the
Our Gold Mine at Hollyburst
an
have visited Mrs Shorey's parents, Mr. cently
through
abby
stepping
1 >ffice
Mr.
morning
to
assist
day
to
moved
Billings'
have
during
of Mrs. Locke's house,
in good editions at the nominal price of
and Mrs. H. E. Hammond, recently.
open scuttle.
Ν. H., where for several months lence.
2 1-2 cents per copy (half cost only), in
Lewis M. Brown is spending a few Berlin,
Mrs. R. C. Bradford of Portland was
of the W.
members
afternoon
Friday
had
has
he
employmeut.
lots of 100 and upwards.
days in Boston, and visitine Capt. W.
moved hie 1 3. T. U. visited the brick building and in town Thursday.
G.
Morton
has
Mr.
Clarence
Orders from booksellers, publisher*,
YV. Kimball on his ship, the New Jersey.
members of Good Faith
Fourteen
into Mrs. Locke s rent oined with the scholars in special
household
goods
humane societies, institutions of every
Rebakah
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. Caroline
Pleasant
Mt.
visited
<
Lodge
ixercises.
where he will go to houeekeeping in
kind, both Catholic and 'Protestant,
P. Harlow visited friends at Dixfield,
Mr. John Cain was here the past week Lodge at South Paris Friday evening
about three or four weeks, or as soon as
Sunday Schools and bands of mercy, and
a delightful time.
and
Disgoing Saturday and returning Monday.
the
Maine
report
of
η
interest
the
Long
is
the addition to the house
completed.
the humanely disposed everywhere, will
Hundreds of barrels of apples are still
Friday afternoon, a shooting match be filled
Mrs. Morton and daughter intend to ance Telephone Co. Another of the
at once by addressing
on the trees, the owners being unable to
was held at the pigeon trap near the
visit at South Paris until the rent is armors' lines has boen added to the
Geo. T. Angell,
R H. Morrill and D. B.
corn factory.
get help to pick them.
distance.
to
ong
occupy.
President American Humane
Mr. and Mrs. Dermont H. Robbius ready
Gautier were the captaius. Mr. Morrill's
will
Lane
H.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Chester
Education Society,
have moved from James L. Chase's to
West Sumner.
side won the match by eleven points.
soon move into the rent in Mr. J. R.
19 Milk Street, Boston.
Mr. Bobbins' home in Woodstock.
Bessie Hazelton is at work for Mrs. Dr. Heald made the highest score, killMr.
house
vacated
Tucker's
by
just
"The Beeches" is still open and havIV. E. Bisbee. The swelling has gone ing twenty-three out of a possible twen- The Best
Morton.
Paper for Family Reading.
In the evening a dance and suping a good number of guests.
The Ladies'Social Circle of the tree lown out of Mrs. Bisbee's foot but the ty-five.
contents of The Youth's ComThe
winners.
was
the
same.
the
remains
about
given
per
Baptist church have in the past week ameness
Greenwood.
The remains of Jotp P. Jones were panion are chosen with a view to the
Mrs. Amy Farrar is sick with a severe
made 15 camp spreads for the Albany
here from Boston for burial the interest of all tastes and ages. The
Has everybody read Mr. Bateman's
in
her
face.
brought
and
:old
neuralgia
camps of the Paris Manufacturing Co.,
a father, as well as the son, enjoys the
article entitled "Earth a Hollow Globe, besides doing mending, etc. This circle
Mrs. Emery Ryerson is receiving a 14th. Mr. Jones was the victim of
renews
Mrs. Annie painful accident. He was running a tales of adventi.re; the mother
the latest Theory"? It was published in contemplates having an
her
visit
from
sale
mother,
apron
her girlhood in the stories for girls,
the Lewiston Journal Magazine Section about the first of November.
Anero, of P. Ε. I., and her sister, Mrs. boiler in a school building in Boston and
while about his duties in some way the while the paper always abounds in
of Sept. 21-25, and is interesting reading
0. D. Ellingwood and wife have mov- Walter Emery, of Lynn, Mass.
and ehort, which may be
to say the least, however much or little ed to North Paris, where they will live
Mrs. Alma Buck has returned from gas blew out, burning him so severely stories, long
in the most varied family
truth it contains. If his theory is cor- this winter with
Strickland Ferry, where she has been that he died eighteen hours later. Mr. read aloud
Mr.
Ellingwood's
Jones was thirty-two years of age and group to the keen pleasure of all.
rect the joke is on the 1000 men who
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Elling- visiting.
Full illustrated announcement of The
have gooe in search of the North Pole, wood.
Mrs. Clara (Washburn) Cummlngs of came to this town from North Turner
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Araial Companion for 1008 will be «ent to any
when in reality there is no North Pole
Mr. Ellingwood has leased his black- Massachusetts was in town calling on
Jones. The body was accompanied by address free with sample copies of the
there.
smith shop hereto Samuel Johnson, who old friends one day recently.
and carriage Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Jones and Mrs. paper.
One week ago last Tuesday we started is having good
D.
W.
sleigh
Bailey,
patronage.
New subscribers who send #1.75 at
all of Boston. A
a
with wife on a visit to Albany and West
Mrs. Nellie Hammond, formerly widow manufacturer of Livermore Falls, and Carrie Seavey, sister,
once for 1908 will receive free all the reBethel, and were absent from home of the late Geo. Hammond, and for hie son, Master Bernard, were guests of short service was held at the cemeteiy,
maining issues of 1907, besides the gift
Rev. Mr. Pottle officiating.
nearly one week. The last visit made several years a resident here, was mar- Mr. and Mrs. Win. Olover last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball N. Prince have of The Companion's four-leaf hanging
there before was one year ago last May. ried two weeks
Tuell has butchered a hog that
James
to
in
Ν.
Gorham,
H.,
ago
In full color.
While iu Albany we found time to make Mr. James A. Farquhor. She has mov- weighed 0-'il pounds dressed weight. gone to New York where they will spend calendar for 1908,
The Youth's Companion,
weeks before going south for the
a rtying visit to Hunt's Corner, calling in ed
her household goods and family to Mr. Tuell shipped tho lean to Lewiston. a few
144 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
the meantime on three persons, the first Gorham, Ν. H., where they will make
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Emery of Buckfleld winter.
being our nephew, W. E. Cummings, their home.
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. Everett
who was not
C.
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ESTA BLI9HKO 1833.

nearing completion at
power plant on Swan's

a water

Falls which will begin a new era for that
well-known town. The disastrous fire of
August, 1906, which swept away Hotel
Oxford and a number of the old and best
residences in the village has been a blow
which for the time paralyzed the energies of the place. It was the last <>%a
number of tires which had destroyed the
industries, and for the time the people
began to lose courage.
It was an old saying in the village,
"That no town founded on the site of an
Indian town could ever fail, for lack of
energy," and it is being proved true, for
the Fryeburg Electric
Lighting Co,
which a year or so ago lost its powerplant by fire, has been quielly at work,
and through the energetic efforts of Dr.
Charles K. Harris, the largest stockthe waterholder in the company,
privilege at what has been known as
"Swan's Fall," so-called from the original proprietor of the town who settled
there, was secured from the Publishers'
Paper Co., with a view to developing its
possibilities. Many years ago a gristmill was built there, but it was never a
success, and local opinion never believed
in the possibilities of the falls.
The new owners carefully developed
the locality. It was estimated that there
was about a 14-feet fall in the river at
that point, though extended over a number of rods, it was never considered so
much. This summer the dam has been
built, 225 feet long, and five feet high,
the river,
across the main chanuel of
ami a second dam 30 feet long and lO
on
formed
the
channel
across
feet high
It is estione side by a rocky island.
mated that 700 cubic feet of water per
second tiows over the dam at the summer pitch of the river, and as the river
Hows for a number of miles above the
dam in a very wide channel with high
banks an immense supply of water can
be held in reserve. Besides this a large
pond near by is held as a reservoir to
as this
meet unusual conditions, and
pond is at the foot of the water-she·! of
Mt. Kearsarge, Green Mouutain, and
other heights of the Kearsarge range its
suddIv of water is assured.
A penstock 300 feet and more couducts
the water to the wheelpit* of which there
to contain 72-inch wheels,
are two,
which will
develop 300 horsepower
apiece at low water, while by making
use of the storage-basins, 1000 horse
power can be developed. It is iutended
with one wheel,
start the power
to
which will be sufficient to furnish power
for the Electric Lighting Co. which will
supply the villages of Fryeburg and
East Conway with light, the cables being
over 4 1-2 miles long from she powerhouse to the most remote light.
The unusually high water recently bas
hindered the work on the wheel-pits,
but it is hoped to have everything complete by the first of November. A
power house is being built, 40 by 20 feet,
to contain the dynamos of the Light

whose wife was treated for a cancer two
years sgo, and is now doing her own
work and boards the school teacher.
The next person interviewed was your
correspondent, A. G. Bean, who has
greatly improved since coming out of a
battle in the civil war with nine bullet
wounds on as manv different parts of
his body, and finally came home on

crutches.

The third and last person was George
Cummings, whose hard fortune still follows him
Perhaps it will be recalled
that a few years ago he buried his boy
baby, lost his left hand, and when called
was just getting up
on the other day he
from a fever. His mother, now 90 years
window
the
sat
knitting, and to
old,
by
all appearance is g«»od for another decade.
Going from Albany to West Bethel,
the lateness of the season was more or
One
less in evidence all tbe way along.
man was getting in his corn, another
pulling his beans, the third gathering
apples, while the fourth and last was
banking up his house.
Several veara ago Charles Dunham was
suffering from some mysterious disease,
accompanied with hiccoughs, his weight
in the meantime going up to almost 200
pounds. lie consulted several doctors,
none of whom gave more than temporary
relief, and it was thought by some that a
tape worm or some other animal was
growing in his stomach. Such, however,
proved not to be the fact. In process of
time he began to decrease in weight, his
hiccoughs mostly left him, and although
he is lame from the effects of a wound in
the leg, and an invalid, his health is
much better than formerly.
J. W. Cummings of Albany has also
improved in health during the past year
or two, and now does considerable labor.
C. Β Bro»ks has bought a place in
Itamariscott* and will soon move there.
He has taken up the remains of bis first
wife and two daughters and buried them
in the cemetery at Bryant's Pond.
A good m my apples yet unpicked and
n<>ne the better for freezing.

Company.

The Power Company control· considerable real estate, and is able to offer
superior inducements to any reputable
enterprise which is looking for a locais
tion where freight transportation
favorable, ami labor conditions advantageous. In these respecte Fryeburg is
well supplied, being 50 miles from Portland on the Mountain Division of the
Maine Central Κ. K., a through line to
the west or the best export harbor on
the New England coast. The conditions
affecting labor are favorable, and the
locality is aboundiut; in possibilities.
The village of Fryeburg is the seat of
Fryeburg Academy, and educational
conditions of all grades are of the best.
Being in the midst of a timber-growing
regiou an excellent opportunity for
wood-working enterprises is afforded.

North

Waterford.

bride
Uichardson and
of Norway are visiting at Leslie Hobson's.
The circle was held at M. M. Hamlin's
Tuesday evening. Had a harvest supMr.

Eddie

(E<ther Nickersor)

per.
Stella Bean of Albany is visiting her
sinter, Mrs Harry Sawin.
Linnie Young has a class of music
scholars here.
May Curtis is at work for Moses
Mosher.
Mrs. Everett Onolv lias returned home.
Bertie Moulton's hand didn't seem as
well last week, but is better now.
Mrs. Κred Hazelton was here taking
pictures a few days ago.
Ernest Brown aud Lottie Lord were
married last Saturday night. They are
to give a reception next Thursday night
Oxford Cougregatlonaliats.
I hear.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton and Harry
The semi-annual session of Oxford
Conference met with the Congregational Morey visited her sister, Mrs. Charles
church at Oxford, Tuesday and Wednes- Marston, Sunday.
Mrs. Parr is Paige called on her sister,
day, Oct. 15, 16 While the attendance
was somewhat smaller than usual, th»* Mrs. Sewell Abbott, of Waterford.
meetings were full of interest and
Lovell.
spiritual uplift. Following is a partial
Many of the houses about the village
programme, embracing the most imare being piped for gas, its use haviug
portant features:
proved very satisfactory when it was put
Topic —The Practical Heal f Life which
ChrMlanlty Furnlsbe»,
in a year ago.
Re*. J. G. Elaher of Mexico.
The contract for building the library
Help* toward the Heal Life :
building at the village was awarded to
(1). Through Fe'lowahlp with God and
Rev. Β. H. Rldeout. So»· way.
Man
Benjamin Russell, Jr., at sixteen hunThrough Home Influence sndTralnHe will beW H. EaMman, Kant Sumner. dred and thirteen dollars.
Ing,
gin work immediately.
(3). Through Education and Culture,
Rev. C. N. G eason, Bethel.
Rencdu of Mlttelin Study
Rev. .f. u Klshar.
Claei-ee
What la Practicable In the Way of Men's and
Rev. B. 8. Rldeout.
Boys' Clubs?
Sermon by Rev. C. N. Gleason, from the text.
"I sin become all thing* to all men, that
by all mean» I may save aome." 1st Cor. «ηΒ.

Topic:—The

East Sumner.
Otis X. Haskell was found dead in bed
at the residence of Mrs. Luella Cary on
Wedut-sday morning, Oct. 16. Funeral
the Congreheld at
were
services
resolutions
were
The following
adopted: gational church on Friday following,
Athearn.
W.
D.
conducted
haa
of
thl·
conference
by
Age of
Wh»reas, The attention
been turned to the consideration of the Meal the deceased, 79 years, β months, 20
Christian life, showing forth In practical life,

therefore lie It
Resolved, That thl* conference urges upon the
churvhes the need of a stronger civic life, showing forth in personal consecration to rtghteou*
Ideal* In home, »tate and nation
Resolved, That aa a conference we believe In
the various agencies, ouch as mission study
classes. boys' clubs, and the older Institutions of
the church, as training clas»e* for Christian
citizenship, and that we should make them
strong agencies to teach the spirit and life of
Jesus Christ.
Resolved, That our that ks are due the grand
okt church of Ox for I (or hospitality and welcome, and to the G. T. R. R and U.C. R. R., for
reduced rates of transportation.

days.

The apple crop is much better than
Sevwas predicted early in the season.
eral parties have already sold their
apples at good prices.

The annual fair and sale of the Congregational Ladies' Circle will occur at
Grange Hall on Thursday afternoon and
evening, Nov. 7th. Various articles useful and ornamental will be on sale.
Varied entertainments will be given in
the evening and a good supper at the
usual popular prices. Free admission.
The annual meeting of the conference
Help for picking apples is scarce and
next
church
with
Bethel
the
will be held
we hear of offers as high as |3.00 a day
June.
for go<~d pickers. The crop is ranch
larger than was predicted early in the
Here and There.
season.
With the advent of oolder weather
circle dinners multiply and good feeders
the
"court
Oxford
The Oxford Pemocrst.
are happy.
paper," evidently, has, this week's Issue, eleven
The man behind the gun is in evidence
and a half solid columns of report of the Everett
murder trial. Only newspaper makers realise these days.
the task Involved In such an achievement In a
rural lie Id like South Paris, where machine type
setting Is not practiced to any considerable extent.—Bridgton News.

West Buckfield.

Mrs. D. W. Emery and children and
were at Mrs. Einma
very remarkab e about it, Miss Jessie Bonney
It aimply Bonuey's Sunday.
thank you, Brother Shorey.
wife
attended coart at
and
A. S. Hall
haa to be done in each case·. Bat pleaee
give us all the credit we're entitled to. South Paris Saturday and Monday.
James Richards has gone to Wilton to
Not eleven and a half, bat fourteen
work his team. Mrs. Richards' father,
columns.
J. O. Thorne, is with her.
Mrs. Leroy Bradbury has returned to
Almost a month of the Maine hunting
Norway.
season gone, and not a man yet ahot by
Levi Turner is at work for Harry
mistake for a deer.

Nothing

Buck.

the

Oxford.
Robbins last week.
Memorial exercises were held by W.
The funeral of Stillman, little son of
R. Corps Saturday, Oct. 19th, for Mrs. Herbert and Lenore Denning, was held
Ella D. Farrar, who passed away a few on Friday at the home. Rev. Mr. Newweeks ago. The Post and others were port officiated, speaking words of tenderness and sympathy from the text, A
by invitation.
a
present
quantity.
quite
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bruce of Hunt's little child shall lead them. There were
Some In this locality who have had
flowers, the gift of
their cows examined by the inspector, Corner, Albany, spent Saturday and many beautiful
have had to have part of their herd kill- Sunday with Mrs. Bruce'a aunt, Mrs. relatives, friends and from the CongreAbbie Bates.
ed because of tuberculosis.
Rationalist ladies1 society. Little StillThe Oxford County Telephone Co. man was a bright, intelligent child and
P. C. Fickett is having an addition
built on the rear of the post office block. are changing the interior of Proctor much sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs.
Presiding Elder, Rev. C. S. Parsons, Hall, putting up partitions and fitting it Denning, who through his long illness
Lurvey have given to him the most untiring and
preached at the Methodist church Sun- for a telephone office. Mr. Wm.
devoted care.
day, and the quarterly confereuco was of West Paris has charge of the job.
Miss Theda Glover, who is ill with a
Mr. William Roswell Farris died Oct.
held. Music was furnished at the reguher
of
home
18th, after a protracted illness. His
lar service by members of the Baptist stomach trouble at the
to
able
as
be
far
has
so
recovered
funeral was held at bis late residence on
father,
church choir.
The Free Baptist society are not hav- to nit up a part of the time. Miss Monday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Newport
to return officiating. Mr. Farris was a good citiing preaching every Sunday at present, Glover hopes soon to be able
but Sunday Schoql is held every Sabbath to her position in the printing office of zen, a kind neighbor and one who was
as usual.
N»xt Sunday at the usual her brother-in-law, Mr. Ε. I. Beck, much beloved by his family and friends.
He leaves a widow, two sons, Dr. H. R.
hour there will be preaching service by Livermore Falls.
Mr. James Tuell is having a chimney Farris, and John D. S. Farris of Boston,
the Free Baptist State Missionary, Rev.
built in the ell of his house. Mr. Tuel' two daughters, Mrs. Inez E*ton of OxS. C. Whitcjmb, of Bangor.
There will be a Hallowe'en social at is also having painting and papering ford and Mrs. Florence Andrews of
Centennial Hall next Thursday evening, done preparatory to moving his family Hartford, Conn., and four grandchildren.
Oct. 31, under the auspices of the gram- from the Field rent into hie own hou*e. His children were all present at his
The apples in this vicinity are nearly funeral as were also the Knights of
A pleasant time is expectmar school.
all gathered and an abundant crop is re- Pythias and members of T. A. Roberts
ir> iiivncu.
xuuo »iu
eu auu everjr uiio
Tost, G. A. R of which orders he was a
be a small admission fee.
ported.
Two of Alvin Gerry's children, a bov member.
Mr. Leo R. Marston and family of
Mr. Alpha Kavanaugh died Oct. 19th,
wife and child moved last Saturday from and a girl, picked up twenty-two busheljL
Paris Hill to the rent in the lower part of potatoes in three hours and a halfT from the effects of a second paralytic
active
are
children, shock, after an Illness of about six
certainly very
of Ilezekiah Farrar's house here.
They
Mrs. Lucinda Sma'l is visiting her but we should question the advisability weeks. His funeral was held Monday
of allowing children of ao tender an age afternoon at his late home, Rev. Mr.
niece, Mrs. William Cookson.
to put forth such Rtrenuous exertions.
Farneworth of the M. E. church officiatDr. F. E. Wheeler has vacated thej
Miss Georgia Irish, who has been here ing.
Mr. Kavanaugh has been a promrent in the lower part of Mrs. Mooney's j
f°r a short visit to Mrs. C. E. Dunham, inent member of the M. E. church for a
house aud moved into his new house on
has returned to her home in Sumner.
good many years and will be greatly
Main Street.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin of Paris Hill donat- missed not only by his family but by his
The Wednesday Club had a most in- r
of
McClure's
numbers
ed a
Mag- many friends. He leaves a widow, two
teresting and profitable meeting the; azine year's
to the West Sumner library.
sons and a daughter.
UHh with Rev. Miss Macduff. The next
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson of
club meeting will be with Miss Dana. Λ.
Parts.
North
Portland are visiting their daughter,
uew member has recently been voted inAlpheus Puller of Iowa bas been vis- Mrs. Fred Stone.
to the club, and a special study has been
bis sister, Mrs. America Andrews
Mrs. Annie Dawes of Auburn is here.
made of conditions in Russia and Finland iting
The Congregatlonalist Ladles' Clrole
Born, Oct. 21, to the wife of Will
and causes of immigration from that
Mre. Orover's mother, met with Mrs. C. T. Hayes Wednesday.
Srover, a eon.
country to America.
Mrs. McAllister of Lovell, and Mr.
The ladies of the M. E. church had a
F. D. Small aud family have moved to
Srover's
mother, Mrs. Grover of Stone- chicken-pie supper at the vestry Friday
Berlin, N. 11. His mother, Mrs. Lucinda
with
are
them.
evening.
Small, will visit with relatives about here j bam,
R. 13. Nevers has been in Sweden
for the present.
his
LMCKVaiC.
apples.
Mr. Frank L. Willis lias graded audi picking
Mr. Churchill of North Buckfleld is
Mrs. Ο. Ο. Tracy is failing.
improved the street aud grounds about
helping his sou, C. A. Churchill, pick
C. N. Child ban sold his stand to Rev.
his buildings.
hid apples.
Α. Λ. Abbott, who will board there with
Charles Whitman of Woodstock visited Bernard Putnam.
Bryant's Pond.
bis brother, Will Whitman, one day reApple shipper* are plenty. Several
on
a
hun'·
Cushman
has
been
Frank
jen'ly.
have sold their apple· to Mr. Lowell of
Wild
River
the
children
and
two
ing trip through
district! Mr. and Mrs. Tucker
Others have sold to E. C.
the past week with his eon, Horace ; )f North Uuck field visited at C. A. Farmingtoo.
Staples and still others to L. R. Morrill.
of
Gorham.
20.
Oct.
Cushman,
They captured Churchill'»,
Vernon Farrar has exchanged cults
two bears, one weighing 400 pounds.
Miss Helen Sawyer, the teacher, went with Victor Eastman.
The V. I S. will furnish dinner and to llebroD Oct. 10, to visit her sister
supper at the Grange flail diuing room who is there in the sauatorlum.
East Brownfleld.
Wednesday, Oct. 30th.
With the recent sale of the vast tract
East Waterford.
Alton Bacon is building a stable for J.
of plains-land south of this village, the
M. Day.
William A. Emery was at home from
Gibsons ceased to be real estate owners
W. M. Temple of I.ewiston is offering. Portland over Sunday.
in Brownfleld. A large part of the town
11.80 per barrel for apples, No. l'e and
Thursday, Oct. 24, nearly one hundred was in the
possession of representatives
2's turned loose into the car.
relatives and friends gathered by invitaEieanor Whitman is having her stable ! tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Justin of the family for many generations, but
less until a few days
B. Mclntire to celebrate the fiftieth an- gradually grew
shingled.
York
Ansel Dudley returned from Redlandx, niversary of their marriage.
The pres- since when Charles Gibson of New
his entire property here to Charles
Cal., Monday. Mrs. Dudley will remain' ents were beautiful and costly. A bounti- sold
there through the winter.
ful dinner was served. Professor Morse E. Hill.
at
The Congregational Circle met
Miss Helen Cushman is finishing out : >f South Paris entertained the company
Mrs. Hiram Gatchell's last week.
the fall term of school in the Whitman with selections.
Original poems were
j
have
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Bradbury
District. Mr. Bacon was obliged to give read by Mrs. Hattie Merrill and Mrs. Ira
returned from their vacation.
Flarriman of Norway.
up tho school on account of illness.
Marl ha Sands is away for the
Mrs.
Dr. J. H. Rollins, who has recently
Harry L. Hntchins, wife and daughter,
been appointed state agent for the pre- >f North Fryeburg, are at C. H. Pride's winter.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Poore and son
vention of cruelty to animals, was in ror a few days and attended the golden
Fre>l spent last week in Boston.
town Tuesday. He will devote hie whole wedding.
Rov. Mr. Boyd of Denmark preached
time to this work and will attend to any
Rev. E. A. Kimball closed his services
cases reported to him, as he is traveling it the school house for the winter Wed- in the Congregational church Oot. 20.
returned
Mies Isabel Stickney
has
continuously over the state. His address nesday evening.
from Boston.
is Weld.
Only a few lots of apples near here
been in
has
Mrs. Augusta Whitney
Painters are at work on the engine lave been sold; the price of those being
Ν. H., for a short time.
Conway,
house. Repairing up this building will ! $2 00.
slow
this
are
unusually
Buyers
M re. Blanche Bean Hill is quite ill.
make quite an improvement in the vil-1 'ail and some of the farmers are holding
lage. The building was formerly used ; their apples for a higher price.
for a carriage shop. The socond story
Maude and Ida Miller go to Waltham
West Lovell.
will now be fitted up in good shape and a work in the watch factory, the 23th.
Frank Buzzell of Fryeburg died at G.
all meetings of the company will be held
Mr.
W. Andrews1 cottage Oot. 10th.
Locke's Mills.
here, while its members will also have
Buzzell had spent the summer by the
access to it for a club room.
C. E. Stowell aud Elmer Cummings lake hoping to regain hie health, but
Bert Judkins is visiting his mother for •etumed from a hunting trip Tuesday
He
was taken worse about a week ago.
a few days.
He is now employed as
light, each having shot a good sized leaves a wife, mother and one son. The
shipping clerk for the Wheeler Reflector , leer.
remains were taken to Fryeburg Monday
Co. at Burrage, Mass.
Onr genial meat man, J. A. Titus, was where the funeral was held.
>n the cart Monday, having been gone
Mr. Rosenbloom was in the place WedWe didn't
>n a week's bunting trip.
Hebron.
nesday.
Mrs. Qusta Thompson visited Mi··
Miss Grace Bumpus is spending the nquire what luck, knowing John would
>e kind of sensitive on that subject.
Aristeen Lord Sunday.
week with friends in Poland.
The V. I. 3. Sewing Circle met with
P. B. Walker and D. W. True were op
Henry Bearce was at home from Orono
tfre. Foster Wednesday afternoon.
from the village Monday looking over
over Sunday.
one
last
Fiske
Elmer
Mrs.
day
spent
their timber land.
Miss Martha Pratt has been quite sick
preek with Mrs. Bert Sanborn at Bethel.
John A. Fox and wife were in Portland
with erysipelas, but is improving.
ParAlice
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
tirant
Dana
last week.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant h visiting her
WednesPond
were
at
Bryant's
tington
sister in Portland for a few days.
The football game here Wednesday 1 iav.
Albany.
Oscar Swan has moved his family into
between Hebron and Berlin, Ν. II., was
We have just enjoyed a pleasant call
>ne of E. L. Tebbets' houses on the
won by Hebron. We have not been able
from friend Dunham, the Greenwood
Bird Hill road, and George Sails bas
to get the score.
correspondent, who so faithfully work·
Prof. J. F. Moody finishes his apple- iioved into the rent vacated by Mr. to bring the latest new· before the
Swan.
reader· of the Democrat. May be atill
picking this week, 500 barrels.
Mrs. Clara Cummings is on the sick
There are afciP many apples to pick, but
hold oat for many years to oorne, to
1st.
little injury from frost so far.
| Mrs. Abbie Trask and Mrs. Lola help send joy and help to the patrons of
the good old Democrat.
Poster visited Mrs. A. N. Hobbs at BerWhere are the apple buyers? Are they
North Stoneham.
in Sunday.
•leeping or are they a little scared?
LeForest McAllister has
moved his
Mr. Fred Morton bas returned to BosHope they will soon come to the front.
family into the camp near the mill and ton.
Charles Lawrenco of North Lovell has
Mrs. Walter Farnham, formerly of
OUT OF SIGHT.
moved Into H. B. McKeen's house.
this place, called on friends last week.
Eddie Richardson, wife, and a young
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an old
Bast Bethel.
lady from Norway took dinner with Mrs.
saying which applies with special force
Ina Hilton Tuesday.
Mr. Ο. B. Farwell is doing threshing to a sore, burn or wound that'· been
Kate Adams, who is at work in Bethel, ,
treated with Bucklen'a Arnica Salve.
η this place and vioinlty.
is visiting at John Adams'.
Miss Florence Skiilings is preparing It's ont of eight, oat of mind and out of
Arthur Andrews, who has been living 1er school for an entertainment which exiatenoe. Piles too and ohilblains dison the Culbert place this summer, has
will be given in Grange Hail.
appear under its healing influence.
moved to Albany.
Mrs.
Winslow of Lowell, Mass., Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
s the
of her sister, Mrs. H. E. Drngglata. 25c.
The last heavy frost of last week was
a damage to the apples which were not
already under cover. Most people had
their apples already picked, but it is
likely that R. L. Cummings will lose

Mrs.

Mary

j

it and no better way to pay It oat
acoount in

STYLE in clothes is something you want to be
be in
eing anxious about it. It is just about as easy to

by opening a cheeking

than

THE
Norway National Bank.
...

...

sst

ou
an

^>ose

with modern machines and
tools, two rents over store, with a
good paying business. A modern,
elegantly furnished hotel with good
A beautiful residence
patronage.

with every modern convenience, at
Some valuable
one-haif its value.
timber lots. 300 fine Maine farms.
you money,

can save

come

correspond.

and

see

Hazen's Fa^m and Real Estate
Agency, Oxford, Me 4Mb

semi-fitted, nearly

and

and

RICHARDS,

SOUTH PARI5. MAINE.

Trimmed, Untrimmed

vOWOOOOOWCfiSOW

;

j

\

MRS. R. L. POWERS,

j

NORWAY, MAINE.

$2.50!

Ladies' Welt Boots,
THESE ARE THE

Phonographs

CENTURY

NEW

—

Horn.

Impruved

|

and

Etc.

elties,

I
stock of the

\

in

Ready-to-wear Hats, Nov-

I

WITH THE

I

\

All the latest ideas

< EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

a

?

OF

MILLINERY.

^

I have just received

LINE

CALL AND SEE OUR

Why and
We give the
Wherefore for everything
y
X we do in our optical work, and
without
y prove it to your eyes
digging or cutting on them.

We
Portland by the A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.
They are
have them in Vici Kid, Patent Kid and Velour Calf.
Correct in style, perfect in
the beet that can be made for $2.50.
We sell
for $3 00.
are
sold
that
some
than
fit, they are better
footwear
all
of
same
Oxfords
for
them
your
price. Buy
Made in

Come in and hear them.

PORTER,

W. A.

plain

a

thing..

Latest

handsomely trimmed
$6.50, $7.00, $8.50,
$13.50» $15.00, $16.50, $i8 00, $:o.oo

all colors,

ignorant by

remain

—

trimmed with braid, others trimmed with
$io.co, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18.00, $20.00

Norway, Maine.

_

Boot, Shoe and Harness repair

QUALITIES.

THOMAS SMILEY,

of

taking somebody's word for

Edison

to have in mind
is put into these

some

with braid and velvet,
$9.00, $10.00, $υ·50,

MAN

y

of, without
and doesn't

give you.

straps,

EVERY

S.

style

COATS and SUITS, even if
We would be glad to show you
for
see
can
don't care to buy, so you
yourself what great bargains we

^itted and semi fitted,

ser-

UNTO

right
given
Investigation.

we can

our

vice to

the

sure

OUR GARMENTS HAVE ALL THESE GOOD

and sweet corn, call In and let us convince you that it is for your interest and
profit to open an acoount with ua.

Many

important things
Only good workmanship

of the most

one

put together.

arments.

The check
receipt. There
is no danger of loss by fire or theft. Tou
can always make the correct change.
Γοα can always obtain cash at the bank.
There is nothing complicated or bard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples

Is

But

more.

MATERIAL is

serre· as a

jy Thirty-five years of successful
depositors.

any

ad how it is

Norway, Me.

shop,

4itf

SOUTH PARIS.

HELP WANTED.
Men or Women to represent The American
e<tlte<l
by F. V. Dunne (Mr. Dooley),
Magazine,
Straight
Ida M. Tar bell Lincoln Steffen·, etc
ConUnulng Interest
proposition. Uood pay.
Experifrom year to year In uu«Ine.s created.
Good opportuence and capital not necessary.
nlty. Write J. N. Trainer, Λ West 20<h'Street.
New York City.

here and

$2.50.

money.

save

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

Block, Norway, fraine

House

Telephone 110*8.

STORE8.

BLUE

WINTER OVERCOATS.

calling your attention lately to
Winter Suits, Top Coats and Rain
Coats, but now the nights and some occasional days
tell us the need of a heavy outer garment.
We have been

Fall and

our

New
Overcoat Soon.

You'll Need
We
and

we

a

lar^e

complete

Nobby

a

you because it's

want to sell

have

stores.

our

are

the colors to be

business

brown effects
Coats cut 44 to

46

style this year but ν e
for the man who will

You Ought to

Pay $15

but if you do not feel able to afford
of

prices

of

$5

as

inches

long

are

Up to

a

$18 for
one,

we

have

large

long

range

Norway.

the Fall styles.
We've a lot of otl

er

that

that

men

wear,

^

our

and

PEROL1N.

Perolin
I get

MAINE.

A

THE

Fall Footwear

a

small

profit

BIG

from the sale of the article, ami you get

PROFIT

SUPERIORITY

OF

For S ci le

FROM

THE

GOODS.

By

J. P. Richardson,

^ FOR ^

BOYS.

MEN'S PATENT COLT BALS AND BLUCHERS,

house.

lyjoin the Ranks and use PEROLIN in sweepi- g your
will thin
or
factory—it prevents dust from flying. Your neighbors Ranks.
° lore of you for using it, especially those who are already in the

$4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2 50.
BLUCHERS,
$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2 50.

0

Sice

MEN'S BOX CALF BALS AND BLUCHERS,
BOYS' SHOES)
You

can

············

get good

W. O.

$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50
$1 ·ζο·
*$3*00) $3*50» $2.2^ $2*00^ $i

values for your money if you

buy

shoes of

Frothingham,

eoutn Parle

»>

Perolin

to see fall

Successor to Mrs. Ε A. Howe,

MEN'S GUN METAL

1907 by
Htrt Schiffner ki Marx

Copyright

Perolin

Novelties.

AND

are

customers say who have used

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MEN

things

AS GOOD AS GOLD !

AND

SOUTH PARIS,

you

Norway, Maine.

That is what

Day

your

One Price Clothier,

FALL HATS

A cordial invit'tion is extended to all wislvng
millinery. I shall be assisted by Miss Alice P.
Mrs. F. £. Drake.

show

H. B. Foster,

F. H. NOYES CO.

Millinery

fill

us

quality.

$18.

(2 Stores,)

can

Let

having, too. You
probably know that this
for
store is headquarters

I<N'T AN EARLY SELECTION FROM AN I NBROKEN
STOCK WORTH SOMETHING TO YOU? THEN COME NOW.

South Paris,

fab-

right

are

worth

Coat

a
a

few

the correct

are

only

good

a

have some coats 50 inches
have a long coat.

to

and

grades
needs.

there

styles and

in every detail. Clothes that
will fit as a suit should and
We've all
continue to fit.

assortment at both our

although

worn

new

Clothes that

rics.

Mostly Dark Oxfords and Blacks

j

|

a

new

■

J

large share of this will be paid out in
ihort time and there I· no aafer place to

keep

to be uid of these garments.

this it what every woman wants. We
\y that they are made to FIT, and
on't mean that any garment will fit everybody, but by having so many
inde, we are able to find some garment that will.

Probably a

payment.

of money in

ought

We cannot eay what

that the farmer· will receive large

means
iams

—

Royal,
Charity
real daughter of the

For Sale.

or

AND

—

American
only a
Revolution, but the daughter of a soldier in the French and Indian War, is
dead at Ellsworth, at the age of 90 years.
Her father was John Murch, who was 70
years of age when she waa born. He
fought at the battle of Quebeo Heights
in 1759. She had brothers and sisters
who died more than a century ago.

I

Coats and Suits.

THE LARGE YIELD OF

|

guest
R. C. Lowe and Chas. Lowe have been
Brownfield.
Bartlett.
pioking potatoes for Fred Bennett. He
and
Mrs. Elmer Trask visited
Erarjr Woman la Paris
Mr.
Mr. Ε. B. Bean, who haa been blind
dug his potatoes with EvereU Conant's
will be glad to know that local grocer· now have
a long time, U now able to see ι relatives in South Paris last week.
(or
crew
from
had
a
of
and
quite
potato digger
"OTIE-t'IS" a preparation In three
Mrs. Lottie Abbott of Norway was In stock tor
after having his eyes operated on a few
nine to eleven men picking potatoes.
varieties
making Lemon, Chocolate and Cue·
he guest of Mrs. J. L. Holt ose day
Harvard
Krvin and Jerome Smith came over weeks since.
week.
aat
is
mnoh
better,
L.
Frink
J.
from Norway Saturday.

Clemeat F. Robinaon of Brunswick,
son of Prof. Robinaon of Bowdoln College, haa been appointed secretary of tbe
Maine Tax Commission. He ia a gradu-

ate of Bowdoin and of
Law School.

Wact Paris.

j
We bad at our Portland office during the laat two weeke of July
(«'
ills for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to the
of
course
our
of
value
the
of
Is better proof
ir graduates are all placed.
®
jeded? Send for our 48 page 1907 catalog.

lïu ΦχίαχΑ

Hemocrmt

Misa Laura Dean of Buckfleld ia the
gueet of relative· in town.

socraPABis.

Mr·. Agnes Penfold l«

*ΟϋΤΗ PARI» POST OFFICE.
OMce Hour* : Τ JO a. R. to 7 JO p. M.

ton, going

<»n a

Monday morning.

trip

to Boa-

Miaa Belle Tufta is visiting her sister,
Mra. Harold Anderson, in Providence.

euro mm railway.
commencing Sept. 29, 191 >7.

ΤΚΛΙΗΒ LXAVK SOUTH PARI·
dallv; 9Λ) A. M..
Uolng <!«>*n eaa«) —5 38 A.
(Ally except Sun«laT; 4 33 P. R.. dally.
liolng up west)—»:50 Α. Μ., tally ; 3 Λ r. R
dally.
ally except Sunday; 8:47 T.
cacRcaia.
First Contrregatlonal Church, Her A. K. BaklPreaching service, 10-45 a.
■rln, Pastor.
Vespers 4 JO P. κ. T. P.
.Sunday School 12
S. C E « «0 P. r. ; Church prayer meeting WedJO
o'clock.
at
7
All. not othernesday evening
wise connected, are cordiallν Invited.
Methodist Church. Rev T. N. Kewley, Pastor,
on Sunday, morning prayer meeting 10 -00 a.
10 :45 a. m.; Sabbath School
preaching serviceLeague
Meeting 6 00 p. u ;
R., Kpworth
7
class
Vrayer meeting Wednesday evening JO;
.Ti»*tlng Friday venlnc 7 Jo.
J.
Wallace
Chesbro,
Rev.
Ilaptlst Church,
Fa-tor On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a.
Sabbath School 12 R.; Y. F. S. C. fe, 8:15 P.
r
even·
χ
prayer meeting 7 «o r. R. ; Wednesday
All are
Seats free.
In* μ rayer service 7:30.
welcome.
Γ nlver>allst Church, Rev. J. II. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10 :45 a. m
-Mi'idav *choul at 12 M. Junior ΓηΙοη at 3 30
Y. P. C. l\ at 7 P. R.
rn

Rev. E. W. Moore of Wiacaaset will

preach at the Congregational church
Sunday, Nov. 3.
Come and see Ragglet, the bootblack,
and get a shine, at Good Cheer Hall

Tuesday,

Nov. 5.

Mr·. Willard Pratt and two children
Rumford have been visiting at W. A.
Porter's for a few days.

or

re

<*'-an<e Hall.
I,. O. (J. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
ta I. month.
\". E. O. P.—Stony Rrook Lodge, No. 1Λ,
m
t-t -econd and fourth Wedneeday evenings
of ach month.
meets every
>*. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31,
r ay evening at Pythian Hal!.

It is not November yet, however much
it may feel like it.
Have you seen the "black cats" in
(irace Thayer's store window?
Mrs. Abbie Briggs
Mass., is a guest at

of Dorchester,
Mrs. Louise J.

Brigue'.

Mrs. T. S. Barnes has been visited for
few days by her mother, Mrs. bibber,
of Lewiston.

a

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Heidner went to
H ston Thursday morning to spend two
or three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Curtis of Augusta
have been visiting in town a few days
during the past week.

The ell of Miss Godwin's house on
l'me Street is being raised in height and

considerably enlarged.

N'ewton Stanley of South Portland
visited his brother, Wirt Stanley, a few
days the lirst of last week.

Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Athearn of Buckfield were the guests of Rev. J. W.
Chesbro last Monday and Tuesday.

An office has been partitioned
the front of T. Thayer's meat market, so
that it may be kept warm without heatiug the meat room.
off in

The harvest supper and entertainment
of the
given by the Ladies' Aid Society
Baptist church last Tuesday evening
was a decided success.
Rev. (J. E. Bot^lield, representative of
the American Baptist Foreign Missionary Union at Sbaohsiog, East China,
spoke of his work there at the Baptist

I

I

paid, the money
Boston man, and
same man was
the
another case against
continued on condition be leave the state.
The man who paid the fine assured the
county attorney that they would start
for Boston just as soon as the train went.
Guieeppe (or Joseph) Regetano and
Dominick Galati of Rumford Falls bad
been indicted for assault with intent to
rob upon Joseph Damico, on the 7th of
July, 1907. The charge against Galati
was nol prossed, and
Regetano was
placed on trial. It need hardly be said
that all the parties named are Italians.
Regetano, who was tried, being a very
out costs.

Newell Powers, son of L. L. Powers,
was taken to the Sisters'
Hospital at
Lewiston Saturday, for an operation for
the removal of adenoids.
Time flies, so the Democrat is reminded by the appearance of the Maiue
Farmers' Almanac, published at Augusta by Charles E. Nash Λ Son, with
1908 on the cover.
The Seneca

Club

was

The fine

being furnished by

R Κ Κ TINGS

1. Ο. Ο. Γ—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetings, Thursday evenlne of each week.—Aurora
Kncamptneut, drot and thirl Monday evenings
of each inooth.
D of R-—Mount Ple-isan- Rebekah Lodge, No.
:
meets second and fourth Fridays of each
naontft In 'Hd Fellows' Hall.
«,. Λ. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
thirl Saturday evenings of each
r t and
π -.th. tn G. A. R. Hall.
We. K. Klmbali Circle, Ladles of the t». Α.
of
I:, tneets Urst tnd third Sat unlay evenings
each month. !n Grand ArniÂ Hall.
Oct.
1
to
1,
from
May
H.—Paris
Grange,
P. of
Saturlay; during the
arete drwt and thirl
alnder of the year, meets ever7 Saturlay, in

li°,r,

The Fan Tans will apend
Tuesday other case
against the same respondent, I was made to a third person, through a
evening of this week at the club room. the forged paper in each case being a I nephew of the respondent, Fred Murphy,
Light refreshments will be served.
be I who has already served a term for the
check. The other case will not
I sale or the same whiskey. The respondJ. Birney Field haa sold his houae on pressed.
William Bragg of Bethel pleaded | ent denied having sold the liquor. The
Myrtle Street to W. R. Allen, and haa
a
guilty to an indictment as common seller, I trial occupied about an hour andout
purchased a houae on Alpine Street
and was given a sentence of ninety days I quarter, and the jury after being
in
Cobb
Mr.
Freeman, a student
I some time returned a verdict of not
in jail.
Divinity School at Lewiston, supplied
Vito Pronesti of Rumford Falls, in- I guilty. M. L. Kimball defended Walker.
the pulpit at the Congregational church dicted for
larceny of a large brass valve, I ^ k. Let lair of Rumford Falls was
Sunday.
pleaded guilty. He was fined 1100 with- I then placed on trial on an indictment

Mrs. C. G. Morton and little daughter
of West Paris are spending a month
Regular here with Mr. Morton'a mother, Mrs. L
ϊ A A. M.—Part- Lodge, No. 94.
meeting Tuesday -venlng on or before full moon. C. Morton.
STATU)

Ι Vf ben

asked why be didn't uk Dargie
to Mr. Kimball, "Some
»
h?1reP1,ed
I feller told me that if I uk him for the
I coat, he *u going give me a punch in
OCTOBER TEBM, 1907.
Justice Presiding. I the none-."
Hon. S. C. Stroat,
Clerk. J" hta 0WD befca,i Dargie admitted
Charles P. Whitman,
I that he took the ooat, but said be took it
A. H. Whitman,
Stenographer.
mistake, supposing it was bie own.
County Attorney. by
Cbarlee_P._Barnee,
Sheriff. I tie bad been endeavoring to ascertain
Hiram R. Hubbard,
Crier. I whose coat it was, bat had not found
H. E. Hammond,
one at Ash's place when he called
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger. I any
Librarian. I there to see about it
Walter L. Gray,
The case was short, and was submitι
The jury in the Everett murder case I ted without arguments. The jury, after
went out soon after 10 o'clock Tuesday I being out a short time, returned with a
morning, and the routine of the court I verdict of not guilty.
tri*1 was thEt of Sewell
was then resumed and work waa begun
wT,Le nextRumford,
on an indictment
on the criminal docket.
I
Larry A. Roux pleaded guilty of I for single sale. The alleged sale was of
forgery, and a sentence of 11 months in I a quart of whiskey at Bethel fair. AcAuburn jail was imposed. There is an- I cording to the state's testimony the sale

Supreme Judicial Court.

Thermometer at 10 Snnday moraine.
How'« that for October?

entertained

royally by Mrs. F A. Shurtleif last Mon- pronounced type.
day evening. The program was carried
Most of this case

was

a

illegal transportation.

Mr.

LeClair's attorney. The
respondent is the Rumford Falls agent
of Hoyt's Express Co., which, as County
Attorney Barnes said in his opening, has

McCarthy

was

its express come by freight, and the indictment charged illegal transportation
of hquor from the freight office of the
to the express office.
Deputy
Sheriff Elliott made a seizure at the express office of the TToyt company in July,
and identified one package seized as one
that he bad seen on the express company β wagon on its way to the office.
Mr. Elliott's testimony showed the
methods adopted by the express company to get liquor to customers under
the protection of interstate commerce
regulations. After Mr. Elliott's testi-

jjplwje

had to be conducted
If it had been
interpreter.
1
all in Englieh it would have been a very mony had been given, County Attorney
be exMore or less has been said in the pa- short trial. It appeared that Damico, Barnes asked that the jury might
was in cused from the room, and in their abpers about the matter of bail for W. G. on the night of the 7th of Jaly,
Strout what
Everett. Everett has not secured bail, the store of Joe Bill, when be was called sence discussed with Judge
be admitted in this case.
n->r is there any Indication that he will out by Regetano, who demanded twenty evidence might
essential evidence
endeavor to do so, although it waa al- dollars. Regetano, by the way, seems to Finding that some
have been a sort of walking arsenal, as, would be excluded, he promptly nol
lowed.
according to one of the witnesses, he proKsed the action.
Don't forget the supper which the carried "a
Jesse S. Estes of Woodstock, a boy
revolver, astilett, and a razor."
Ladies of the (i. A. R. will serve Thurs- When Damico
refused, he was assaulted indicted for breaking and entering, was
day evening at β:.'}0. It will be a genuine by Regetano, but broke away and ran, placed on probation for two years, after
Hallowe'en supper with all the fixins, and was followed
by several shots from Judge Strout bad had some talk with
with the usual price for appetites, bie
6
Regetano's revolver, which did no harm. bim.
and little.
In a case of search and seizure appealRegetano had no counsel, and didn't
ed from the Rumford Falls Municipal
At least three people who had been to succeed very well when given a chance
The jury Court, Roland McPhee was sentenced to
the hospital for treatment for appendi- to examine the witnesses.
a iino of $100 and $9.97 costs, and sixty
citis returned home Sunday—Mrs. Al- after being out a few minutes returned a
indictment against
rnon Cairns, Hoy
Bennett, and Miss verdict of guilty, and Regetano, when uays in jail. An
for nuisance was continued.
Frances Cummings, daughter of Mr. and asked if he had anything to say before him
was
sentence
pronounced, replied Dani«l H. McCafferty of Rumford
Mrs. Ε. E. Cummings.
the interpreter that he didn't pleaded guilty to single sale, and a fine
through
The entertainment for the next supper know enough. He was given a year in of ·?ΰ0.00 and $25.00 costs was imposed.
of the Good Cheer Society, Nov. 5, ia in
A nuisance indictment against him was
state prison.
course of preparation and will consist of
William P. Ross of Rumford, on a continued.
the farce. Haggles Corner, followed by
In the cases of W. P. McDonald and
nuisance indictment, was senThe cast liquor
a line musical entertainment.
Bowers & Vallee, Rumford Falls drugtenced to six months in jail.
will be published next week.
Wilfred Ouilette and Louis Monchamp gists, indicted for nuisance. County AtBarnes stated that he should be
Aurora Encampment conferred the were next placed in the dock. Both arr torney
to have tbe cases nol prossed
Royal Purple degree on two candidates from Rumford Falls, lti years of age, and obliged
no for lack of evidence.
Monday eveuing, Oct. 21. Wildey En-! both are bright looking boys, withOuiFred E. Tucker, convicted on a nuicampment of Norway accepted an invi- [ viciousness in their appearance.
sance indictment, was brought in for
tation t·» be present and witness the ! lette, however, was before the court last
and was plac sentence.
County Attorney Barnes
work.^ Kefrexlimecta were aerved and March on a similar charge,
severe sentence, saying
asked for a
the visitors returned home at a late ed on probation by Jndge Peabody.
Judge Strout talked plainly to him, and that Tucker was the most persistent
hour.
in Rumford Falls
gave him eleven months in jail. Mon- of the liquor sellers
The first division of the letters of the
Mr. McCarthy suggested that Mr. Tucker
was released on probation for two
1 champ
l ni verbalist G"od Cheer Society are
to give a bond to tbe county
years, and J udge Strout gave him some was willing
asked to meet with Miss Maud Douglass
advice with regard.to the course of to have nothing to do with the sale of
good
chairthis Monday evening to choose a
j his conduct.
liquor, but Judge Strout did not look
;uan and make arrangements for the j
Philip DeCoteau of Norway paid a fine upon such a procedure as practicable.
I
all
will
is
It
November supper.
hoped
and costs amounting to 976.77 for a Judge Strout then said that he must imbe there.
as tried,
single sale, and an indictment as com- pose sentence upon the case
was not strong against the reC. B. Cummings A Sons of Norway mon seller was continued. A< J. Stearns which
out, delicious refreshments served, and
a short time waa spent socially.

through

an

j

spondent, but that he should consider
were the bidders who secured the timappeared for the respondent.
Truman Soule paid a fine and costs the fact of a former conviction for nuiber on the land of the Oxford County
sance.
He then imposed a fine of $200
Agricultural Society, sold at auction amounting to 974.99 for a single sale of
church Sunday.
^a'urd »y. The price was &Ô2 50, with cider, and was discharged. Mr. Wright and $20 costs, which was paid.
Bail was defaulted in the case of
Rev. Andrew T. McWhorter of Standish two years to remove it. There is said to appeared in his behalf.
Vito Buccina and Geoussi Coccolie of Onofrio Montlsano of Rumford, who had
bos accepted the call to become pastor be about six acres.
Paris
Congregational
f the South
Rumford pleaded guilty to liquor oui disappeared.
Aaron 0. Corbett is seriously ill at his >ance. Hon.
On an old case for assault with a
church, lie win Begin uis pasiuiaic
George D, Biebee assured
on
(he
a
blow
of
result
home, as the
the court that the men were not now in dangerous weapon, growing out of an
here Nov. 24th.
bead received while working on a home the business. Mr. Biebee stated that the affray at last year's Bethel fair, Edward
J. J. Emeley wishes to take this op- that w;ts cast, the head of the borne
had paid a line for search and 11. aUlUUiUB pa 111 W1U woio ν» vaov,
who
his head. He has been un- parties
portunity to announce to those
striking
under the same facts on which amounting to $50, and the case was nol
seizure
the
factory conscious for several days, and it is fearfurnished sweet corn for
is based. The court im- prossed.
this
indictment
he
and
them
for
that their pay is ready
ed that a clot has formed on the brain.
Up to Friday morning the court had
posed a fine of $100 and $15.41 costs on
would like them to call for it at once.
been kept busy, bat that morning it apwas
which
Mrs. Kewley, wife of Rev. T. M. Kew- each,
paid.
The high school was suspended Thurs- ley, suffered a sudden and severe attack
Louis Olum of Auburn pleaded guilty peared that there was nothing more for
exday and Friday of last weefc on account of appendicitis last week, and on Thurs- to an indictment for receiving stolen the jury, and all jurors were finallywere
of the state teachers' convention at day w:is taken to Dr. King's hospital in goods. The goods, it appeared, were cused. Such matters as remained
the
foreMr. various articles stolen from the paper disposed of, taking Jhe rest of
Bangor, and Principal Clason and Misses Portland for surgical treatment.
Kendrick and Whittum attended the con- Kewley accompanied her and remained mills at Rumford Falls. All the property noon session, and the court was in session in the afternoon, but with very litvention.
there, and there was no preaching service has been restored. He was fined $100 and
tle to do. Final adjournment was made
and
of
The
on
costs
church
$52
Methodist
96,
the
paid.
at
the
in
Sunday.
been
put up
A small building has
of Rumford pleaded about 4 o'clock Friday afternoon.
Onofrio
Montisano
is
that
Mrs.
from
latest
Bolster
Kewley
N.
report
of
Dayton
rear of the store
Of the sixteen days of the term, six
not guilty to an indictment for nuisance.
is resting comfortably.
A Co., to house their acetylene gas ma- she
Fred E. Tucker of Rumford Falls took were mainly occupied with civil business,
of
machine
in
a
will
chine. They
put
Mount Pleasant Hebekab Lodge enter- his
other ten
place in the dock. There are several with only one trial, and the
considerably larger capacity than the tained forty or fifty visitors from On- cases
criminal
on the court records against him. were principally devoted to
in
one heretofore used, which has been
and
Good
Paris
ward Lodge of West
himself quite businese. The murder trial in its entireMr. Barnes expressed
their cellar.
at
the
Bucktield
of
Faith Lodge
regular
the respondent, whom ty covered parte of eight days, and took
A good sup- forcibly regarding
J. Hastings Bean has purchased the meeting Friday evening.
he characterized as the wholesale liquor the entire time of the court for over six
at
Hall
Grand
in
was
served
Army
A. C. T. King house on Pleasant Street. per
dealer of Rumford Falls, and a persistent days.
to the visitors and members of the
Those jurors who served both on the
Mr. McThe purchase does not include the whole 6:.*)0
offender against the laws.
the
the
degree
At
the
of
meeting
lodge.
lodge
in his behalf. Tucker long civil case that was tried and the
of the lot, the southerly portion
appeared
Carthy
candidates.
was conferred up»n three
was then sentenced, under an indictment murder case found it a pretty strenuous
lot, on which the carpenter shop stands,
for the evening, outside of
for single sale, found in March, 1905, to term, but those who escaped both had a
being reserved. Mr. Bean's son, Donald Eutertaiument
was furnished by the playν
Tucker very easy time of it.
H. Bean, will occupy a portion of the the routine,
a fine of $50 and costs of $33.79.
ing of an orchestra, readings by A. E. pleaded not guilty to an indictment for
house.
were
divorcee
The following
decreed,
Morse, and a mock initiation, originated nuisance found this term.
Advertised letters in South Paris ρ >st and exemplified by the male members.
in addition to those previously reported:
Paulo Procopio of Rumford Falls, inoffice Oct 28:
It was a good time.
Lena M. Thomas va. Elmer E. Thomas.
dicted for nuisance, retracted his plea
Ml** Alice Walker.
of intoxication.
and pleaded guilty. Mr. McCarthy ad- HabiteBarnes.
Μ ι** K'lttH Luce.
Hon. B. F. Tuttle.
dressed the court briefly in the respondMise Birth* CunimlD^-t.
Uon. B. F. Tuttle died in Santa Clara, ent's behalf.
Vise olive Bernard.
Judge Strout then dis- Luella M. Randall vs. Charles L. Randall.
Mr». Ilenry K. While.
Calif., Oct. !), at the age of S2 years. covered a defect in the indictment, and Desertion. Custody of minor child to the
Howard.
A.
il
allie
Mr·».
mother.
son
was the
Mr. Tuttle
youngest
On a search and seizure
it was quashed.
Mr. Geo. Irwin*.
Wright A. Wheeler.
anil the last survivor of a well known
Hurl· ιι*ι· H. Htllu*.
the same man, appealed
against
process
town
G. A. Smith.
Albertlna Ryerson vs. John R. Ryerson.
Paris family, and was born in this
Falls
Rumford
from the
Municipal Cruel an ) abusive treatment.
1825. On Oct. 2, 1849, be sailed
The entertainment given at the Bap- Aug. 29,
Court, Procopio was sentenced to a fine
Wright & Wheeler.
from Bath on the barque James A. of
tist church Tuesday evening, Oct. 15th,
5100 and costs of $28 40.
Alice A. Blrney vs. Samuel Blrney. Cruel
of Beverly, Thompson for California, arriving in San
with
the
Moulton
Jenness
theu
Ida
The
court
Mrs.
proceeded
by
and abusive treatment.
Francisco in March, 1800, after a voyage trial of Fred E.
Tucker, on a nuisance
Mass., is worthy of special mention.
Wright A Wheeler.
of 178 days. For a time he engaged in indictment found at this term.
Mr.
Mrs. Moulton is an impersonator of rare
went into busisoon
but
Luvlila
F. Martin vs. George B. Martin. Cruel
mining,
work
shows
placer
McCarthy appeared for Tucker.
ability and originality. Her
and abusive treatment and habits of Intoxicaness in San Francisco, tirst being eugagThe respondent in this case is the tion. Name of libelant changed to Luvlila F.
excellent training and faithful preparaed in the manufacture of furniture, later owner of the
tion. The selections used were all new
building at 85 Canal Street, Hudson, her maiden name.
If in the building of steamboats, and after- Rumford Falls, on the first floor of
Wright & Wheeler.
to her audience and of high quality.
wards in various forms of manufactur- which a beer
is run. The witnesses
she ever visits South Paris again, she
shop
A. Bertha Newton vs. Floyd A.Newton. Cruel
ing and commercial business.
for the state were Deputy Sheriffs Elliott and abusive treatment. Custody of minor child
may be sure of a warm welcome.
Various minor- public positions were and
to the mother.
Poor, and Police Officers Merrill and given Swasey.
the
of
in
I.
and
the
Parsons, daughter
Miss Anne
early Brooks. It
filled by Mr. Tuttle,
appeared in evidence that
late S. R Parsons and formerly a resi- '70's he was elected to the state senate,
Emma L. Hebert vs. Nol Hebert. Habits of
the internal revenue tax for a malt
Intoxication.
dent of Paris, who has been employed in which he served three terms. He
from
this
at
dealer
dating
place,
Swasey.
for some years as a stenographer in was a leader in the senate, a very useful liquor
1, was paid by oue Siddall; that
Charlotte L. Robinson ve. Aben Robinson.
New York, was a few days since admit- member of that body, and was elected July
of the beer taken analyzed 2.4 Adultery.
samples
ted to the bar in New Vork. During president pro t*m. in bis third term.
Blsbee A Parker.
cent alcohol; that last March a
Swasey.
her work as stenographer Miss Parsons He later served in the assembly, and on per
seizure of a pitcher of whiskey was
Desertion.
Ben W. Murch vs. Isa B. Murch.
the
into
to
has found some time
put
his term there was nominatcompleting
frewas
Woodslde.
made at the shop; that Tucker
study of law, and has taken a course in ed aud confirmed insurance commission- quently there, and sometimes behind the
Alpheus 8. Holden vs. Ada L. Holden. Cruel
New York University, culminating in er. He declined to accept. Later he was
bar; that the place was resorted to by and abusive treatment.
her admission to the bar as stated.
Holt.
appointed railroad commissioner of considerable numbers of men, who someCalifornia, which office he held until the
Mildred M. McCormack vs. William P. McWednesday evening. Oct. letb, at the new constitution divided the state into times showed the effects of liquor; that
Cormack. Desertion. Custody of minor chilBaptist parsonage, Harley Leroy Ben- districts. For twenty years thereafter in August Tucker pleaded guilty in the dren given to the mother.
were
Linnie Frances Dean
nett and
municipal court to a single sale.
Hastings.
with
the
held
an
be
position
important
Fer the defence Tucker was the only
united in marriage by Rev. J. W. CheaNellie L. Blood vs. William L. Blood. Cruel
He retired
Pacific Railroad.
witness. He admitted owning the build- and abusive treatment. Cuttody of minor
The single ring service was used. Central
oro.
three years ago.
Following the ceremony at the home of only
ing, but stated that he leased it last March children given to mother.
Mr. Tuttle married Miss Annie M.
Wright A Wheeler.
to Siddall. He was in there frequently,
the bride the young couple received the
in
1857.
Russell of New Sharon, Maine,
John H. Flagg vs. Ida S. Flagg. Cruel and
because he kept his safe there, and his
congratulations of their relatives and
he
before
months
two
She died about
horse in the rear, but be bad do iotereet abusive treatment.
friends and a wedding supper was serv
Oleason A Blanchard.
did.
in the business. The single sale in Aued. The bride was the recipient of
in charge of the
was
funeral
The
Geneva D. Brown v·. Arthur W. Brown.
The
was not made on those
he
useful
and
said,
presents.
many pretty
Tuttle was gust,
Cruel and abusive treatment.
all Masons, in which order Mr.
premises.
young couple have the best wishes of
Swasey.
prominent, having been grand high
was cross-examined at some
Tucker
their friends.
Whitman va. Allien C. Whitman.
priest of the Grand Chapter of California. length by the county attorney, and made Isa β.
Swasey.
In honor of the fiftieth anniversary
some damaging admissions, and also
Paris Orange Anniversary.
of their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
The following sums were paid in fines
seemed pretty hazy on some points, so
Kdwards were given a surprise party
The thirty-third anniversary of Paris that it was the general impression that and costs and defaulted bail during the
Tuesday evening at their home on Pleas- Grange was observed Saturday with an on the whole he did not help his case term:
About forty relatives made
ant Street.
t 92 47
Jonltus, et als,
all-day meeting and an interesting pro- much by going on the stand.
100.00
their unannounced appearance to Mr.
The jury was out a little more than Pronestl
The lecturer of the State
gramme.
32.02
Harmon,
and Mrs. Edwards. Besides other gifts, Grange, W. J. Thompson of South an hour, and returned a verdict of guilty.
152.91
Olum,
five
with
each of them was presented
115.41
John Lohikis, Charles Ploplis and Coccolle,
China, was here, and his presence added
llft.46
Ice cream, cake and fancy much to the occasion.
dollars.
Mike Gustitis of Rumford were brought Bucclna,
76.77
DeCoteau,
crackers were served, and the evening
The grange was called to order by into court. Two indictments had been Elliott et al»,
100.00
was very enjoyably spent. Mr. and Mrs.
74.99
Master Leon A. Brooks, and found against them for assault with a Soûle
Worthy
128.4(1
are Pmcoplo,
men
Edwards have six children, and there State Lecturer Thompson was called to dangerous
The
weapon.
200.00
Aleaandro,
has never been a break in the family.
of
indictment
the
the
grew McCafferty
Lithuanians, and
the chair. After the transaction
75 00
220.00
routine business, remarks were made by out of a street fight near the bridge at Tucker
C. C. Colby of Berlin, Ν. H., formerly
83.79
Rumford Falls between two factions, in Tucker,
state lecturer.
the
50.00
Hutcblns,
of Paris, and Mr. Craigue, also of Berlin,
A good grange dinner was served at which heads were broken. Mr. McCarhave purchased two house lots on Pine
Total,
.ΤΪΓ.577.Μ
noon.
thy appeared for the men. After some
Street, between Dr. Littletield's stable
In the afternoon there was an open consideration of the case, the county atand Miss Godwin's bouse, and intend to
inof
the
were
much
The charter members
session.
torney nol prossed so
Helping the Blind to See.
build two cement block houses on them,
ushered to their seats by Sister Carrie A. dictment as related to the dangerous
in the New Idea Woman's
to sell or rent. They are already at
Ά
writer
was
was
welcome
postponed
The address of
weapon. Consideration
As it Briggs.
work on the foundation for one.
The pro- from time to time, as the men could un- Magazine for November gives an account
Mrs. S. E. Jackson
by
given
have
and
is so late in the season,
tbey
the great progress which has been
of entertainment which follow- derstand no English, and there was no of
been delayed getting their machinery gramme
Finally an in- made recently in the work whioh is beed included anniversary song by the interpreter in court.
that
is
it
done for the blind. In the past the
the
for
cement blocks,
probable
choir, an original reading by Mrs. Ε. M. terpreter arrived on the train Thursday ing
they will build only one of the houses Curtis which was highly complimented, morning, and after some argument by blind have been considered merely the
of pity. Now this attitude has
this fall, but they will put up the other
solo and encore by Frank S. Pike, County Attorney Barnes and Mr. McCar- objects
next season.
changed. More and more every year the
original poem by Harrison Farrar, solo thy, tbe men were sentenced. Mike blind
are
becoming self-supporting.
The unseasonably cold weather of the by Mrs. Kate Hammond, reading by Gustitis was given six months in the
Mrs. county jail, Charles Ploplis and John Educators have proved that they may
past ten days, with a number of freez- Mrs. S. E. Jackson, and essay by
read and write and enjoy all the ining nights, has been a great damage to Carrie A. Briggs. Reminiscences of the Lobikis two months each.
The case of Adelard Dargie was next tellectual pursuits that are thereby
It seems almost too grange were given by L. S. Swan, supthe apple crop.
and still more recently have
bad this year when apples are bringing plemented by further remarks by J. P. taken up, and County Attorney Barnes opened tip,
ol the economic pursuits, one after another,
such a price. Some years the loss would King. Rev. J. W. Chesbro made re- said be would be satisfied with a fine
their doors to the blind. Sewnot be so great.
This year the applet marks, and an address of abont three- five dollars and costs. The respondent opened
and the ing, typewriting, massaging and pianowere so late about getting started that quarters of an hour was given by State said he would not plead gnilty,
in
trial was proceeded with. M. L. Kim- tuning are among the oecnpations
they were equally late in the fall, and Lecturer Thompson.
which the sightless may excel, and
ball defended Dargie. The indictment
with the difficulty in getting help to
for their pleasure
Personal.
was for the larceny of an overcoat be- every opportunity
pick, many apples yet remain on the
the 5tb ; and development is now given them.
trees.
Thousands of barrels will be s
longing to Rock Monchamp, ontaken
whioh
The
acoompany the
photographs
bj
of October. The overcoat was
total lose. It is said that Frank Bennett
article are unusnally interesting, showof this town reckons his loss at a thouDana L. Theriault, member of the Dmi*ie at a Saturday night dance at
as they do, the blind children and
sand dollars. The Democrat has heard legislature from Port Kent, bas removed : Philip Ash's hall, at the end of the ing
at work and at play.
it estimated that ten thousand barrels ol from that place to Rumford Palls, where dance. Dargie was arrested the next grown people
apples are still on the trees, in the towr be baa formed a partnership for the ; Tuesday evening, wearing the overcoat
Potato rot to a aérions extent is re
of Paris alone, and few if aoj of then praotioe of law with Matthew McCarthy, in question. Monchamp, who lost the
overcoat, met Dargie wearing the coat, ported from Aroostook County.
*re bow good for anything.

We took » turn, the other day,
through George CoDant'a two-acre orchard of Spies—if there are two acre·.
"Fruited deep" an the Maryland orchards, will perhapii express it better
than to say that it is a glimpse of two

CIIUBCHU.

Second

trip.
death of his sister.
Rev. S. G. Davis of the Universalist
Martin Holland, yard foreman for
the general convention
more than forty years for Randall & church attended
this
McAllister, coal dealers, of Portland, of Universalists in Philadelphia
He was week.
was instantly killed Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stevens of Portland
crushed by the fall of a heavy gate in
B. F.
the compaoy's yard. No weakness bad were the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
previously been noted in the gate. Mr. Bradbury Sunday.
Road Commissioner Wood and crew
Holland was about 65 years of age, and
are removing the wood sidewalk on
a highly respected citizen.
Pleasant Street and building in its stead
Three and possibly five Italians lost a stone and d'.t walk. It is an excellent

Dr. Π. B. Palmer of Farmington died
He had been
suddenly Thursday.
troubled with pinkeye for a few days,
but was so as to be out. It is supposed
that he took the wrong medicine by
mistake, as the only intelligible word he
spoke after his condition was discovered
Five physicians worked
was "emetic."
over him several hours without effect.
Dr. Palmer was about 44} years of age,
and was one of the most eminent phvsicians and surgeons in Maine outside
the cities.

interesting two days' session
held by the conference of charities
An

was

and
and

in Auburn, Monday
was
A state organisation
formed under the title, "Maine State
Conference of Charities and Corrections. " Uon. Levi Turner, judge of the
Portland Municipal Court, is president.
The vice-presidents are Hon. Warren C.
Philbrook of Waterville, assistant attorney general, and Hon. Payeon Smith,
state superintendent of schools. Hon.
E. P. Mayo of Waterville, one of the
state prison inspectors, is secretary, and
Hon. Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta is
treasurer.
corrections

Tuesday.

Sunset

from

Parle Hill.

A blaze of dying glory illuminates the
In
distant stretch of varied country.
the middle distance, an endless line of
dark-green woodland bends with rounded contour from far east to infinite west,
moving with rhythmic cadence, here and
there interrupted by streaks of brighter
green pasture land, and meadows merging into the far-away blue of foot hills.
Through the smoky haze beyond, waves
of a distant mountain range surge upward, and breaking into snow-capped
create, drown the reddened disk of the
sinking snn. The land is steeped in
twilight, and the mountain pëhks stand
ont In blue relief—bold against the
burning sky, rising and Ouling with
gentle cadence—the irregular pulse of
dying day. · · · and now it is dark.
Three specks of light mark the sites of
distant farms, and fireflies flash their
vanishing lights all around me. A rising
mist creeps op from meadow lands, ana

the

lay.

whippoorwlll

work.

David R. Porter of Bangor,
first Rhodes scholar at Oxford,
cided to enter Y. M. C. A. work
accepted a position with the

Maine's
has deand has
interna-

committee. Mr. Porter was a
junior at Bowdoin when he won the Oxford appointment and in 1906 was given
hie degree with his class. He received
his degree from the English university
last spring. Both at Bowdoin and Oxford he ranked high in scholarship and
In
was prominent in athletic work.
football, base ball and track sports, he
won bis "B" at Bowdoin, gaining special
distinction in football by carrying the
ball over Harvard's goal line for a touchdown in the fall of 1002. Mr. Porter is
a splendid type of young man, with the
personal as well as the intellectual
His
to command success.
uties with the committee will take him
all over the
country, visiting high
schools and preparatory schools in the
interest of the association.
tional

3ualities

HIS DEAR OLD MOTHER.
"My deafr old mother, who is now
eighty-three years old, thrives on Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brunson, of
Dublin, Ga. "She has taken them for
about two years and enjoys an excellent
appetite, feels strong and sleeps well."
That's the way Electric Bitters affect
the aged, and the same happy results
follow in all cases of female weakness
and general debility. Weak, puny children too, are greatly strengthened by
them. Guaranteed also for stomach,
liver and kidney troubles, by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co., Druggists. 50c.

Miguel Levecqne,

a

plasterer,

ft

special town meeting held there ft few
days since, money *u appropriated to

Congregation»! Church, Rev. Π 8.
Rtdeout, Pastor. PreacLlng service Sunday,
1030 ▲. M.; Sabbath School. 12«> M.; }. P. B.
C. Ε., Sunday Evening, β30 P. M.; Social MceiIn*, 7 Λο P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
riavli,
acres of Paradise.
Well, it is a wonder
Unlvcmallst Church, Ββτ. S. G.
at 10 30
and must be seen to be appreciated. Ρ an tor. Preaching service on Sunday U.
meetY. P.C.
Sabbath
A.
M.
U.-00;
School,
The trees are not only bowed down with
C. A. Brook·. Paftor.
large and handsome fruit, but the trees "S'ethodlst Church, Bev.
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
themselves, many of them, have made a 13«0
M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7«0 P.M.,
growth of 18 inches. Last year be used prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
a quantity of special commercial fertil- Friday evening.
Epworth League, Sunday
izer. I think the bogs should bare the evening, β .Ό0 P. M.
Baptist Church. Bev. E. S. Cotton, Ps^tor.
greater credit, not only the snout end of Preaching service, 10 30 A.M.; Sabbith School,
the hog but the end that is not snouted 12 AO M. ; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, < 30.
any at all whatsoever.
Before buying the entire farm George
STATKD MKETINGB.
for
it,
bought tbe orchard, paying 9200
F. AA. M. Begular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
It
foolish.
he
was
and many thought
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, rrlday Evening on or
isn't one time in ten that it pays to be before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No.
29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
foolish, but this particular piece of fool- before
full moon. Oxford Council, B. A S. *.,
ishness has paid the fool in dollars and Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lod*e,
1, Ark Mariner·, Wednesday evening after
cents, and I am going to say $2000, and No.
This year's crop has full moon.
some odd cents.
I. O. O. F.-Norway Lodge.—Begular meeting
been sold on the trees for 9700, so I In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
one
hear. He has two other orchards,
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
l, second and fourth Friday Evenof which is of my father's planting, and Fellow»'Ha
of each month. Mt. (lope Bebckah Lodge,
Inge
volunteer trees scattered over the fields No. 68, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
and by the walls.
K.
P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Well, the old farm fed me and clothed everyofThursday
Evening, υ. B., A. O. Noyee
me and made me real kind of comfort- Division, No. 19, meets third Friday of each
able the first twenty years of my life, month. Lake Assembly, No. S3. P. S., second
fourth Friday evenings of each month.
and that was all it did do. It is doing and
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
the same for George, and stuffing hie fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hall.
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post, No. 54, meets In
breeches pockets with checks and things,
B. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
and we are not envious and covetous, New G. A.
of each month.
but are glad for him and hope the tide
W. B. C.—Meets In New G. A. B. Hall, Monwill not turn and leave him stranded.
day evening.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No.177, meets In
There are but few of the old native
Sew G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wedtrees left to greet me now, and none that nesday evenings of each month.
The
Ο υ. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
were favorites in boyhood days.
No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday
ground is covered with apples under QTCDlDff.
those that are left and no doubt will
U. O. P. P.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meet*
waste away. We have "peeled, cut, socond and fourth Weunesday evenings of each
cored and strung" myriads and millions month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
of their kindred in the autumns that meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
have flown, and how we hated tbe job- each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Byerexcept at tbe paring bees.
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
I don't know how the families of
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to
Buckfield and other towns could have September.
paid their store bills had it not been for
Norway citizens have found many inthe apples that now are of but little
teresting
things at the Supreme Judicial
for
the
harvest
was
a
rich
worth. It
Court this term. Some of the ladies
and
after
they grew carried their mid-day meal and returned
year,
traders, year
rich, while the farmers and their fami- only at the close of the day's business.
lies got along at a poor dying rate and
Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained a party
enjoyed life just as well as they do now of lady friends Wednesday evening.
with big orchards and big prices.
Mr. V. W. Hills was in Boston during
I am told that it is difficult to get
the week lopking after his holiday
first
class.
all
are
not
pickers and they
Two dollars a day is usually paid, and goods.
Dea. W. H. Porter is visiting his son
tbey get to work about 9 o'clock and in Boston for a few weeks.
feel that they must leave work at 4
The officers of the Veranda Club are
o'clock. There was a time when men
as follows:
were willing to earn their wages by
President—Mrs. Mary Stevens.
working all day and wages then were Vice-President—Mrs. Emma Culllnan.
not up in the air. I suppose that there
8ecr< tary—Sirs. Vlrgle Murdock.
Treasurer—Mrs. Maggie Llbby.
will be a class of men in the world, a
Kev. Π. N. Pringle of Waterville,
score of years from now, who will be
willing to work when they get to be so secretary of the Christian Civic League
crippled that th«y can't play base ball of Maine, is doing some very valuable
and such—and work all day perhaps.
temperance work in Norway churches,
Universalist and Congre
You may tell George that I filled ray Methodist,
sweet
fashioned
national. Morning, afternoon and evenpockets with some old
apples that grew on a tree of my father's ing union services were held on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Brown, Danforth
grafting. I do that every chance I get
and am on the lookout for chances.
Street, entertained Mrs. Ο. B. Warren
John.
and daughter of Rochester, Ν. H., the
past week.
Benj. Bicknell is the new clerk at
That two-acre Spy orchard has shrunk
Henry J. Bangs' in place of Howard
to less than one acre, and the number of
who has closed his labore at the
trees is fifty.
§700 from 100 rods of Drake,for the time.
store
Maine soil is rather startling. Perhaps
Wednesday evening, Oct. 30th, the
California with oranges can do better
ladies of the Congregational society will
and perhaps not.
hold their first meeting and supper at
The Uncle Thomas Record farm isj
the church vestry. An entertainment
Mr.
and
with
Baldwins
blushing red
will be given in the evening.
Smith is digging an extra cellar for storMrs. Abbie Jane Millett, wife of Jusin
burdened
also
is
room.
Davee
age
tus I. Millett, after a long sickness died
the same desirable way. North Hill is
at her Cottage Street borne Monday.
in tbe race for dollars this year, and is
Mrs. Millett was born in Woodstock,
no laggard, and if she doesn't win "first
Vov. 17, 1853. The daughter of John
money," I shall lose my bet.
and Sarah Jane Millett. She married
Seven months old Elizabeth weighs 13
Mr. Millett July 13th, 1873, and left a
pounds. She is active as a kitten. I large family. Mrs. Llillett was a memdidn't
own
she
had her in my arms and
ber of the Universalist church, of the
up that she was a little bit frightened, New
England Order of Protection, the
to
mother.
arms
her
held
out
she
but
Veranda Club and the Pythian Sistershelter
for
look
to
know
where
They
hood, in all of which she was always an
and safety.
active member aud v.orker. The floral
.Τοπν.
offerings were very pretty and abondant.
The services were held at the UniversalMaine New· Note».
ist church on Wednesday afternoon,
Rev. S. G. Davis officiating.
Will Twombly and wife, for several
was
James Whitcomb of Merrill
months with his parents, have returned
thrown out of his team and killed while
to their home in Boston, Mass.
driving in Bolfast the 10th. His horse
On the evening of Oct. 24th,. Hamlin
became frightened and ran away. A
Lodge, K. of P., South Paris, visited
widow and eight children survive.
Peunesseewassee Lodge, No. 18, K. of
Samuel L. Martel of Lewistoo, team- P., and worked the rank of Knight. A
ster for a firm of contractors, was killed
banquet was served after the work.
Mina S. Jewett has a position in St.
Monday by falling from his seat on his
heavily loaded team under the wheels, Paul's Hospital, Boston. She has charge
which passed over him. He was 55 oi the operating room.
Bert Black, after a vacation passed iu
years of age, and leaves a wife and
several children.
Boston, has returned to his position
with Ο. M. Cnmmings at the stable.
A largely attended meeting of the
Mr. Black has been with Mr. Cummings
in
was
held
Association
Teachers1
State
for a long time and understands the
the
In
and
Friday.
Bangor Thursday
business.
election* bf president, a sharp contest beMrs. J. S. Knight of Haverhill was
tween Ernest Palmer of Dexter and W.
called to Norway by the accident which
H. Brownson of Portland resulted in the
resulted in the breaking of William
choice of Mr. Palmer by a vote of 284 to
Wentworth's leg. Mrs. Knight is Mr.
210.
Wentworth's mother. When the acciAngus Grant was shot through the dent took place Mr. Wentwortb was
head and instantly killed at "Little picking apples for Anson and Frank
Italy" in Millinocket Sunday. The un- Millett. lie ie now at Orin Stiles' where
identified Italian who did the shooting be has made his home for some time.
Winn McKay, for the past few months
escaped, and has not been apprehended.
The shooting was the outcome of a at work for C. E. Russell on the ice cart,
quarrel, but just what happened has not has a position at present on board the
yet been ascertained by the authorities. 17. S. lighthouse tender Lilac, with
headquarters at Portland harbor.
Suspecting foul play, word has boen
Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury entertained the
sent to Coroner Robert Boyd of Linneus Browning Club on Thursday evening.
to investigate the death of Harold WhitCaro E. Beveridge, Harriett Abbott,
ney, aged 10, whose body was found in Irene Haztm, Wintbrop Stanley and
the
Mftttawamkeag Iiiver. Whitney, Grace M. Dudley attended the Bangor
who is the son of Sherman Whitney of teachers' convention.
North Bancroft, has been missing since
W. L. Merrill was called to his former
Sept. 24, when he started on a hunting home in Brownville this week by the

their lives at East Millinocket Saturday,
and a ballast train was overturned into
the water by the washing out of the
foundation of a trestle on the Schoodic
Railroad. About a dozen Italians were
thrown into the water, but the exact
number is not known. Three bodies
have been recovered. The train men
saved themselves by jumping.

At

And Foxcroft write· "fini·."

NORWAY.

John's Letter.

00 years

of age, of Portland, was almost instantly
killed at Woodfords station Monday
morning by stepping in front of one
train while trying, with two children
who were with him, to avoid another
train.

HARD TIMES IN KANSAS.

We ha^e one of the Finest Lines of
Goods we have ever shown.
$1.75.

Hosiery

A CRIMINAL ATTACK
of it, but that wcn't last always.
inoffensive citizen is frequently
Blankets from 45c. up.
If you need some pretty
ones,
made in that apparently useless little
tube called the "appendix." It's gener- ours at
ally the result of protracted constipation following liver torpor. Dr. King's
We do not tare to talk about Cottons, but we have them
New Life Pills regulate the liver, prevent appendicitis, and establish regular need any.
habits of the bowels. 25c at r. A.
Call and see us. Yours
Shurtleff ά Co.'s drug store.
on

an

lings his melancholy
J. L. T.
♦1.00.

of

good

$5.00.

look at
if you

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

Born.
In Part*, Oct. 27, to the wife of Joeeph J.
Sl*ttery, a daughter·
In North Parie. Oct. 31, to the wife of Will
Grover, a «on.
In Kezar Falls, Oct. 30, to the wife of Frank
Wescott, a daughter.
In Earn Brown field. Oct. 13, to the wife of
Ernest Π. Hill, a 'laughter.
I· Norway, Oct. 16, to the wife of Webster C.
Goodwin, a daughter.
In Kumford Falls, Oct., to the wife of H. S.
Bowe, a daughter.
In Rumford Fall», Oct. 15, to the wife of Frank
Proctor, a daughter.
_

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Married.

I have

Parle, Oct. 16, by Rev. J. W. Cbeibro,
Mr. Harley Leroy Bennett and Misa Llnnle
Frances Dean, botn of South Parla.
In Rumforu Falls, Oct. 14, by Rev. Harold
Hanson, Mr. William A. Ellison and Miss Alice
In South

M. Edgerly.
In North Wateriord, Oct. 19, Mr. Ernest
Brown and Miss l.otile I.ord.
In Norway, Oct. 19, by Rev. 9. G. Davis, Mr.
E<lwtn Richardson and Miss Esther Nlckereon,
lioth of Norway.
In Rumford Fall», Oct. 16, by Rev. G. B. Han·
naford, Mr. Charles 3. Bemls and Misa Vivian
E. F. Hodsdon, both of Roxbary.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 22, Mr. Michael Kessles
and Miss Mary Moszkltzy.
In Rumford, Oct. 15, by Rev. J. L. Plnkerton,
Mr. Charles A. Lane of West Peru and Mis·
Saille Β. Colcord of Rumford.
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These robes

THE

are

will turn water most

Work.j

Every pair

solid leather and

CHANDLER,

Prices

]

1831

St£ïl£MM
ΑΧΏ

ADMITTEDLY

THE

Leading Agricmînnl Journal ci tie World.
Every department written by ep^-ciallaU, the
highest authorities In their respectivo lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by other*.

WIIO WISH TO
KEEP VP WITH TUE TI.TIES.

$1.75

to $4.50.

WISH TO BUY

10,000 lbs. of Sun Dried

Strung Apples,

Delivered at

Subscriptions, $5.60.

SPECIMEN COPIES

LUTHER TUCKER Α. 80N,

AJliany, Ν, T,
Subscription" taken at this office.

KILLths couch
CURE

THt

80 MARKBT

Trip δΟ cents.

will bo mailed free on request. It will pay any·
body Interested in any way In country life to
send for tbcra. Address thi< publishers :

LUWC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

S

I

F.

/consumption
I OUGKS and

^OLDS

Surest and Quick eat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-

MONEY BACK.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

LowestPricesiHOMCouRty.

< 1

!

1

A.

ex-

BQUAHB1,
MAINB.

PARIS.

SOUTH

SDURTLEFF * CO.

F.

A.

SOrRTLEFF A CO.

I I

Being Housed Up This Fall Weather
CAUSES HEADACHE.
Cutting

headout the fresh air you were used to all summer causes
it for one moment when
no sense in

tolerating

ache, but there is

you

WTH

Priée
60c & $1.00
Free Trial.

store in

our

change for goods.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to RAISERS OP LARGER CLUBS.
Four Montiix' Trial

pound

At 3 oents per

Subscriptions, $2.60;
Five

or

very durable.

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Co.

Single Subscription, $1.60;

LES,

are

Telephone 106-3.

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

FOR

are

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

«KD

rubber boot.

S. WRIGHT, Adm.

ESTABLISHED

Two

a

Bass shoes

F. PLUMMER, Ï2VÛL·.

J.

Η. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Pari· village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to

Capt.

JAMES

equal to
quality

the bottom G. H. Bass & Co.
stamped
Remember that these shoes are made from

Desirable Residence for Sale.
The

of first

on

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Maine.

shape-keeping qualities
so popular.

what has made the«e shoes

THE WATERPROOF SHOE

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outtlde work, eem! In your order·. Pine Lnm
tar and Shingles on band Cheap for Ca«b.

....

—»·

The comfort, wear and

Also Window & Door Frames,

Sumner,

N"orwny, Maine.

and good
work only are what has
brought these shoes to their
preseut high standard.

1 will furnleh DOORS an.l WINDOWS of any
-Ize or Style at reasonable price·.

West

them.

effort.
Good leather

CHANDLER,

W.

see

century of experience and

Builders' Finish I

E.

Call and

black.

As it is to-day is the fruit
of more than a quarter of a

Lovell, Oct. 19, Frank Buzzcll of

Planing, Sawing and Job

sell them for $6.50.
62 inches and come

by

54 inches
or

wool robes with

heavy

can

"Bass Shoe"

In Sarta Clara, Calif., Oct. 9, B. F. Tuttle, a
native of Paris, aged 82 years.
In Mexico, Oct. 18, Mrs. Joan Rolfe, aged 90
years.
In West Peru, Oct. 13, Mrs. Lizzie M., wife of
S. Atwood Wilson, aged To years.
In UlxHeld, Oct. 20, Carroll Hammond, aged
19 years.

Ε. W.

are

that I

91 Main St..

In Newry, Oct. 12, Heater Edith, daughter of
Mr. and Mra. Don Smith, aged 1 year, 5 months,
9 daya.
In Hartford, Oct. 15, Mrs. Rebecca Blcknell,
aged so years.
In North Buckfleld, Oct. 13, Mrs. Rozllla, wife
of Benjamin F. Ileal·!, aged 62 years, 3 months.
In Norway, Oct. 21, Mrs. Abby J. Milieu, aged
53 year?, 11 months, 4 days.
In Oxford, Oct. 19, Alpha J. Kavanaugh, aged
53 years
In Oxford, Oct. 18, William R. Farris, aged 60

Fnreburg.

of the

some

center so

in either brown

Died.

>ears
In West

bought

rubber

JAMES N. FAVOR, ÏÏSiï*2! iû&g0***

can

take

11

j[

Harvard Headache Powders

We have made and sold these powders
and relieve your agony.
for the past 17 years, and they have given such satisfaction among
all who have tried them that we do not hesitate to recommend them
in every case of headache.

25

oents

Box.

a,

ι1
1 1

jj
î >

J|

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Il F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO. j!
:I
jj
3 Stores, { ZItS } Maine.
i!

j;
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SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

F.

A.

(HVltTLEFr A CO.

F.

A.

8HUBTLEFF A CO.
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"Approved by the Postmaster-General"
ARE THE

R. F. D. BOXES

NORWAY, MAINE.
HORSES FOR SALF.

As I am to change my occupation I
grasshoppers and offer for eale my entire outfit of horaea,
days
drouth are almost forgotten in the pros- wagons, sleds, harness, etc., as follows:
perous Kansas of to-day; although a
and
citizen of Coded, Earl Shambarg, has 3 Good Horses, excellent drivers
workers. Have been used in all
not yet forgotten a hard time he enkinds of work and driving.
They
countered. He says: "I was worn ont
all work single or double or under
and discouraged by coughing night and
the saddle.
tried
no
relief
till
I
find
and
could
day,
Discovery. It took less 1 Farm
^iD8'e
I than
Wagon, almost new, Sulky Plow,
u
one bottle to completely cure me."
Spring Tooth Harrow, Pair Doable
and
and
most
reliable
safest
The
cough
,
Sleds, Buggy Wsgon, Pair Work
cold remedy and lung and throat healer
Harness, Pair Driving Harneas,
Guaranteed by F. A.
ever discovered.
Driving Harneas.
Single
8hurtleff & Co.'s drug store. 50c and
NAPOLEON
MARTELL, Paris Hill, mm
Trial bottle frei.
The old

ÎWe Have Returned

pay the note of Mrs. Hannah Farri·
town of 91,000 also interest
fnr the last 12 years, amounting to
11,539.40. This is the last of the famous
lisle debt. At the time of Judge Hale's
death the town found itself in debt
1160,000. Settlement was made with
all the creditors at 25 per cent, with the
exception of Mrs. Farris who refused to
settle on these terms. She immediately
A large line of Coats from $5 00 to $35.00.
brought suit sgainst the town, engaged
Henry Hudson of Guilford as her atDress Goods, too, 35c. to
torney, and has demanded a full settle·
ment At the town meeting it was voted
unthe
from
to appropriate the money
at THE OLD PRICES.
expended balance which the town was
fortunate enough to have on hand.
Ours are the ones tha*
Under flannels, 35c. up, same as last year.
With the payment of this note the last
Make
a
these
wear.
note
of
last
items.
chapter of the dishonesty of Foxcroft's
celebrated town treasurer closes.
While you are in the store ask to see the new roc. crash. 3600 yards

against the

WE SELL.

"HENRY" $1.00.

(Delivered

"SIGNAL"

at South

Paris.)

$2.75.

If you received notice to replace your old box, send us your
order NOW so as to meet requirement· before the 60 days
have
Samples of the boxes may be seen at the

expired.

Democrat office.

King

& Dexter

Co., Portland, Me.

4047

Send Your Work to

Wayside Laundry,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

A Nation of Cripples

Rheumatism Beyond Control

Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

No. 280.—Amputation·.
1. Doubly behead and doubly curtail
an Egyptian wonder and leave to force
In. 2. Doubly bebead and doubly curtail sluggards and leave a preposition.
3. Doubly behead and doubly curtail
shops und leave a conjunction. 4. Doubly behead and doubly «.urtall persons
given us pledges und leave a horned

I

|

An

Jury Disagrees in Everett

Amazing Condition.

(Seettle Time·.)
In tbo oourae of » public address reCorrespondence on topics of Interest to tbe ladles
in New Tork City,
Is solicited. Ad(trees: Editor Homkmaubs' cently delivered
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me William C. Cleroone, a criminologist of
note in that metropolist made the amazing statement that, on an average 240
murders are committed every year in
Simple Dishes.
New York city alone.
Sixty-five arrests are made for these

murders.

DISH 07 KICK.

LUNCHEON

Thirty-three

Pat a small oup of rioe into the double

alleged

murderers

boiler with two cup· of water, or half brought to trial.
I
Twenty convictions result.
water and half milk; cook half an boar;
MANAGER.
Two of the convicted mtn are sensalt, remove tbe cover, and let it steam
till rather dry. Butter a shallow baking tenced to death.
to Rheumatic
First-class work done.
The
Three others receive life sentences.
I dish, put in a layer of rice, then one of
In the first 25 years of the 19th century
then one of tomato, tbe laat becheese,
Treatment
a
Suffers is
Family
and season- there were only two unsolved murder
till
down
cooked
thick,
ing
uud
doubly
auiuial. Γ». Doubly* behead
ed. Fill tbe dish,
putting rice and cases in New Tork.
curtail defrauded and leave to conFrom 1000 to the present day there
cheese on top, and bake till brown.
Steam Engine and Boiler
have been over 300 unsolved murder
HAMBURG POHTKRHOUBK STEAK.
oases in New Tork city.
For Sale Cheap.
If rheumatism continue· to spread u It hiu In
No. 281.—Anagram.
Have the butcher chop fresh beef,
Besides the known murders in that
the Dut few yem. It would teem as though we
·····
Second hand, six horse power would before long become ft nation of cripples.
two
different
The Judge heard
and then make it into a flat cake, long oity every year, Mr. Clemons stye there
destrurtlvenese of this disease U
terrible
The
boiler.
the
midare at least 25 which are never heard of.
"Why did you and narrow, and through
nine out alwut the prisoner.
engine and eight horse power
apparent on every side of u·. Almost
Call and see them at A. C. Jones' of ten of the cripple· one meet· had their afflic- ····· the bread?" he asked. "Because dle put a strip of suet, the size and shape These take place in every walk of life
How many
bave and are usually accomplished by the
tion brought on by Rheumatism.
It was ·····? Write it so on the ·····, of the bone in porterhouse steak;
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
thousands more there are that are hopelessly
a hot, dry frying-pan, and cook
use of poisons, although frequently a
Rheuma- at ·····.
And what about the ducks? ready
bed-ridden an<l whom we never see.
quickly, turning only once; season well, knife or a pistol inflicts a dea'h wound,
tism, from the very nature of the disease, can
····♦?"
and
three
mallurds
Two
Work Hortt lor *ale.
never cure Itself and If neglected Is bound to
and serve very hot.
and members of the family conceal the
havo
grow worse rather than better. If you ever
facts.
Appendicitis, heart failure or
I have a moderate priced work any twin res of Rheumatism ko to your druggist
VEAL HASH.
FRENCH
No. 282.—Blank·.
some similar cause is marked down as
get a l>ot«le of Crlc-O, the wonderful new
horse for sale, weighing about 1300. aud
mix
with
of
le
bits
cold
I
H
fine
an
a
wilful
was
maid.
It will cure you
veal,
Mies
Rheumatic Specific
Chop
the medium of death.
Will sell or the only treatment In the world that wl 1 cure
Who always her own way
Extra good worker.
one or more finely chopped green pepSuch an amazing situation as this is
Urlc-O cures
vou permanently and thoroughly.
Would have, and that Is why ehe strayed
hot
or
with
moisten
and
gravy,
or
pers
almost inconceivable, even with the
young by Its direct action on the muscle·, blood and
exchange for good cows
home one day.
Afar
from
water and melted butter, with salt and elimination of the 25
kidneys. It seeks out the poisonous Vrlc and
yearly murders
stock.
Rheumatic Acid and drives It from the system,
pepper. Cook till nearly dry in tbe which, Mr. Clemons declares, are comhad always been supplied
Her
M.
THAYER,
and
It
I·
a treatment of such a nature that
only
J.
This
frying-pan, and serve on rounds of but- mitted, but never discovered.
By some ono or another,
Liniments and
will ever cure Rheumatism.
Paris Hill, Me.
to
tered toast.
So. like a wee lost· lamb, she cried
state of affairs indicates a danger of
plaster* only serve to drive It from one spot be"mother."
Rheumatism,
and
for
cure
never
For
"father,"
another.
They
human life in the great metropolis that
TOMATOES.
8TEWKD BEEF AND
cause It Is primarily a blood disease, and until
MYRON H. WATSON,
is simply appalling, especially when one
the bl<>od Is c eared from the poison, a cure can
She wandered through a lonely wood.
Have a pound or 'more of beef for
not take place.
into consideration the ordinary
bluebird told her
And there
it takes

Only Hope
Uric-0

Washings Specialty.

Piano

Tuning

Repairing.

ami Fine

TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
K«f«r·

to

C'harlea I».

Stacy, Boston.
'JStf

Norway, Maine.

Theie never was a case of Rheumatism that
I'rlr Ο could not cure and you should not put off
taking It You can test I'rtc-O free of charge If
and
you wish. Just cut out this adve.tlseiuent
•end It to the Smith Drug Co., *5 Smith Bldg.,
and
name
with
Ν.
toother
your
Y.,
Syracuse,
the name o' your druggM. and state that you
have never used Crlc-O aud would like to try It.
Thev will i(lve you free, through your druggist,
α 75-cent bot le, which you can test and try to
your own satlafact'on.
I'rlc Ο U told and personally recommended In
4-1-44
South Paris by Κ. A Shurtleff Λ Co.

A LOW PRICE
—

a iketrb and description ma;
Αητοη· *n
ascertain our υρ,η«·η free whether as
invention m probably patentable. Coaimnnlrattoos strictly cnnadeiitlal. HANC30CK on Patent·
sent free. (H lest agency for securing patents.
Patent* takeu tnr->ugh Munn Jt Co. recelv·

quickly

tptcuil notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest ctreulati. η of any scientidc tournai. Term», 13 a
year: four months. IL Sold by all newsdealers.

£ Co.3"8-1-'· New Tort
MUNN
Branch OOce. SS> Τ Ht- Wssbin«tun. D. C.

\OTI(K TO WATKR TAKEKN.
All water rentals now Uue Including the July
bills which h ive Ik on sent out. must be settled
by Nov. 1st, or the water will )>e shut off.
NORWAY WATER CO,
Per 8. I). Andrew». Sup».
Norway, Maine, Oct. 2, 1307.

Bankrupt's Petition

In the matter ot
HENRY A. NILE·*,

for
)

J

Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. (.lakknck Hale, Judge of the Uistrk-t Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
a. NI LES of Ruinford, In the
County of Ox fori, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the 14th day of Sept., last past, he was
duly adjudged 'bankrupt under the Acte ο*
Congres* relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and ha* fully compiled with all the
requirement* of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decree·I
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debt* provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Act*, except such debt* as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this ltth day of Oct, A. D. 1907.
HENRY A. NI LES, Bankrupt.

HENRY

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

District or Maine, s*.
On this lath <lay of Oct, A. D. 1307. on reading the foregoing petition, It la—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the e*h day of Nov.. A. D.
1HU7, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said Ume and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of «al·! petitioner should not be granted.
Ami It Is further ordered by the Court. That
the Clerk shall «end by mail to all known creditor* copies of said petition ami this order, addressed to them at their places of residence a*
state· 1.
Witness the Hon. Clakknce Hale. JWge
ot the said I ourt, and Use seal thereof, at Port
land. In sal District, on the 13th day of Oct.,
A. D. 13W7.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
IL. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWKY. Clerk.
Attest
NOTICE.
in the DUtrlct Court of the Cntted States for th.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
I η the matter of
)
PATRICK ADAMS.
J In Bankruptcy
of Kuuiford, Bankrupt. )
of
Patrick
Adam*, in the
To the creditor*
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Not! "e Is hereby given that on the Uth day of
September, A. D. 1W7, the said Patrick A<tâm»
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrsi
meeting of hi· creditors will lie held at the office
of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South Paris,
on theeth day of Nov.. A. D. 1»j7, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami transact
such other bu«lne*e as may properly come before said mectlug.
South Pari·, Oct. 10. 1307.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrupts

ON

—

AS

GOOD

DAILY

to

c!o»e out

ο

M patterns

PAPER.

scarcely had the maid survived
Had not that noisy clacker,
A pert young parrot. Just arrived.
1"
Cried.
No. 283.—Word Hunt
1. Find u line in to consummate.
2. Find ajreil in sheep pens.
3. Find tardy in articles of table-

u

8

H

up stock.

Mince an onion and fry brown in a

stewed tomato; simmer
minutes, and put on buttered toast.
of

Line a well-buttered bread-tin with an
iuch of mashed potato on the sides and
bottom; fill up with creamed fish, or
codfish, or soft meat bash; cover with
more potato, and brown in the oven, putting bits of butter all over. Turn out on
λ bot platter.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
For Sale.

My farm in Sumner, near the Paris
line. Cut β hay to winter fifteen head ol
Good
stock. Buildings iu fair repair.
catyoung orchard. Also cows, young
Ac.
tle, three horse*, farming tools,
Ε C. S LATTERY,
R. F D. 3, South Paris.
41-44

Bankrupt's

Petition for

in the matter of
CHAULES A. Dakkinuton,

Discharge.

)

J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the IIom. Clakksck IIale. Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United State· for the District
of M aine :
A. Harrington of Canton, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, lu
aid Dtorfota respoctfully represents that on
the 22nd dav of Dec., last oast, he wus duly
retdjudgvd bankrupt under the Act· of Congre·*
lating to Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrenlered all Ks pro|<erty and rights of property,
nml ha- fully compiled with all the requlre.nenu
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
liv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against hie estate under said
are exbankruptcy Act·, except such debts as
cepted by law from »uch discharge.
Dated this ->;th day of Sept., A. 1». 1907.
CHARLES A. DaRRIXGTON, Bankrupt.

Chahlks

OHDKK OF

XOTICE THEREON.

DISTKICT UK MA1.sk. se.
On this 12th day of Oct.. A. D. 1907, on readIt Is
ing the foregoing petition,
Ordered l»y the Court, That a hearing I* ha-1
Nov., A. D.
1st
the
same
on
the
day of In
upon
said DisBn, before said Court at Portland,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; anil that noDemoOxford
In
the
be
thereof
tl.-e
published
and
crat, a newspaper printed In said District,
that all known creditors, and other persons In
and
place,
I Merest, may appear at Uie said time
and show cause. If any they have, why tbi
be granted
prayer of said peUtloner should not
A nd It 1· further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor* copies of said petition and thle order, ad
dresse·! to them at their places of residence u
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Halk. Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 12th day of Oct, A. D
1»'".
JAMES Κ. H KWKY, Clerk.
iL.s.)
\ true copy of petition and order thereon.
\tWM- .1 \ M KS E. IIKWEY, Clerk

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.
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The nbove illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildWashington, D. C. It is located in the
ing. U. S· Department of Agriculture, Paroid
Roofine. The Government also
he at of the c:tv and is covered with
etc. It uses Paroid because it
i&es Paroid for st bles, barracks, warehouses,

nothing

its

equal.

P;uroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Sand a 2 Mat sump tor book of ap-to-date poultry «ad (ana building pita·,

S. P.

MAXIMA SON, Agents,

South Paris,

fleT

^PIANOS.^
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter

high grade

Player Piano,

all first class,

W. J". W heeler db
Timing·· Blools..

South Petri·,

Co.,

C0LL0PS.

Cut fine two cups of cold roast beef;
heat the gravy left from tbe roast, using
t small cupful only, and thinning with
water if very thick, or if there is not
enough gravy. Mince a small onion and
cook in a little water or gravy till tender; add tbe meat and beat to the boiling point, but do not let it cook, or it
will grow tough. Serve on toast.
CREAMED SALT

CREAMED

FISH

ο

ο

Replace

the^otlier

thicken.

1. κ

α

μ
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L
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L
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ο

ο

β.

Κ

Κ

Τ

I

C

ϊί

S.

CAULIFLOWER

4.

Boil a small head of cauliflower and
pick up in small bits; season with salt.
Boil and scrape four small new carrots
ami chop these fine; put the cauliflower
on a dish on a few lettuce leaves, covet
with the carrots, and pour French dressing over all.

τ

A

Η

by no means uncommon, were gazing
together upon the tranquil beauty of an
English landscape.

wiih pepper, and bake brown.

C

η

τ

α

Β

κ

8.

No. 270.—Dictionary Girls: 1. Amelia
Ration. 2. Polly Gon. 3. Ella Gant.
0.
5. Anna Matlon.
4. Jessie Mine.
Mllly Tary. 7. Hester leal.
No. 277.—Numeric;.1 Enigma: Hasten.
No. 27S.—RMiile: Bore.
No. 27'.·.—Euroi»can Names. !. i'-russla, Russia. 2. II-lack. 3. R-lione. 4.
S-paiu. 5. Volga. 01;':·..
M:»nv sufferer* from nasal catarrh say
results by usiog an
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
it Is liquid it is in all respects like the
healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
Balm that the public has been familiar
with for years. No cocaine nor other
dangerous drug in it. Tbe soothing
spray is a remedy that relieves at once.
All druggist·, 75c., including spraying
tube, or mailed by Ely Bros 56 Warren
Street, New York.

AND

CARROT

SALAD.

friend.

they hurt me fearfully.
Doctor—Well, didn't you natural
hurt yon?

onea, and

ones

deceased;
by Eugene

deceased

CURED OF BRMIIT'S DISEASE.
Mr. RobertO. Burke, Einora, V. Υ

BROWN

,

sale by all druggists.

BENJAMIN MAXIM, late of Parle.deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
Mr. Rich—I suppose you And that a by Olban A. Maxim and Sllaa P. Maxim, the
executors therein named.
baby brightens up the bouse!
ADDISON E. HERKICK,
Mr. Benedict—Yes; we burn nearly
Judge of said Court.
twice the gas we used to.
A true copy—Attest :—
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
We have secured the agency for Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new laxative
NOTICE.
that makes the liver lively, purifies the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
the
and
headache
baa been duly appointed executor of the la*t
regulates
breath, cures
and testament of
digestive organs. Cures chronic consti- will
late of Chenoa, 111.,
LIVONIA
All
about
it.
Ask
us
druggists deceased, andMURDOCK,
pation.
given bonds as the law directs.
AU persons having demanda against the estate
sell it.
of said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are reTHE NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG quested
to make payment Immediately.
Oct. 15th, 1907.
CHARLES H. PRINCE.
LAW.

pleased to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
is not affected by the
troubles
and long
National Pore Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. For
sale by all druggists.

"Have yon ever contributed any money
toward the cause of higher education?"
milk
of
Stew a cup of rice in two caps
"Indeed, ye·. We ose Standard Oil at
till it is thick and smooth; stir with it our boose."
two tablespoonfuls of sugar, a little salt,
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD J
and a tablespoonful of gelatine dissolved
in a little cold milk; flavor and pour but never follows the use of Foley's
into a mould. Peel some small Dears, Honey and Tar. It stops the oougb,
and simmer in sugar and water till they heals and strengthens the luDgs and preare transparent; cool, turn out the rice, vents
pneumonia. Sold by all druggists.
aud surround with the pears and juice.
ι
small
add
a
this
dessert
To make
rioher,
"Would you be against my marrying a
beas
It
the
rice
of
cream
to
cools,
cup
fast young man, papa?"
fore putting into the mould.—Harper'·
In the right direo"Not If he'·

I

Bmr.

tlon, my dear,"

•

AND

—

No. 38. Just Issued.

for $2.00.

Postpaid

going

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix with
the will annexed of the estate of
HENRY C. KICKER, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

paynent Immediately.
Oct. 1Mb, 1907.

Π. EMILY

RICKER.

SOUTH PARIS.

FOR SALE.

For Sale in South

2 1-2 story dwelling-bouse, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of laud,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with
vines,
with broad piazza shaded
commanding a fine view. A spring of
buildThese
on
premises.
pure water
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

The house and land

Cleuue· tnd bcautiflc* tlx h*lr.
L
luxuriant growth.
Promote·
New 7*11» to Bertçre Orw
Hair to it· Youthful Color. 1
Curt· acmlp dlwue· * h«lr WUaj.

Norway,

SON,
Paris.

belonging

to the
of the late Mrs. Sarah W.
Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, Lai
two apartments of seven and eight roomi
with sheds, large attic, Ac., ami ii jQ
excellent condition. The ground· are
estate

extensive, containing additional lioute
lots.

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Parii,

FOB MALE.
One Concord wagon in go«id condition,
one two-horse McCormick
mowing ma-

Champion horse-rake, second
;i
lever butterworker, and a Blanchard churn. For fur-

chine,

a

hand driving harness,

REMEMBER!

ther

Me.

Can afford to ami will pay more for rags, rubbers, ami πι tal than any stronger that calia to
your home.
He pays from $Λ to #9 per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
lie buys folded newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed ragn, 1 cent a pound.
Rubbers according to innrket.
Paya market
price for bran sacks.

particulars inquire of

June

17,

A. J. ΓΕΝ*LEY,
South l'aris, Maine.

l'J07.

2.'>tf

NOTICE.
bill ajrtlnat the town, cither
high

TOW*

I

If you have a
way or poor account, ttie Selectmen
you to
your account at once to tin v\. ;n.in
présent section
of the town.
in your
SEI.KUTMKN or PAKI8
South l'art*, July 1, 1'JU7.

(ooking-Ranges

What Our NEW TYPE of
Maintaining

the Crawford

reputation for

RangeJMeans

progress,
type of range which is
better than even our heretofore best.
In this new
design the useless and awkward End Hearth is
omitted.
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their removal
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash

we have constructed a new

Hod

being emptied

is also

is

large

be returned full of coal. There
top of these ranges. The "Palace"

can

more room on

size and the "Castle" smaller.
famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,
Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.
extra

All

the

Send

Mftde by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., Si-Sj Union St., Boston

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

Straight Talks

on

Patent Medicines

The "Rexall" Remedies deserve confidence.

As all these remedies are grouped under one name, they must sucor fail together.
There must be no Sveak links in *his chain. One
unworthy remedy would mean disaster to the entire plan. If you,
for example, purchased the "Rexall" Cough Cure and were not cured
by it, how could we expect you to place any faith thereafter in the
"Rexall" Dyspepsia Cure or any other member of the "Rexall"
family ?
You can understand, therefore, why such anxious care was given
"
"
to finding and choosing the remedies to which the name Rexall was
We
have admitted none to this circle until our committee of
given.
experts had been convinced by investigation and test that it was the
best remedy known to medical science for the ailment it aimed
to relieve.
Who should know better* than the leading thousand druggists <>f
this country what are, and what are not, efficient medicines ?
Remember, the success tf our enterprise depends on the merit of
each individual remedy. Guv reputation, which is our very business
existence is at stake. Can you cc jt. t; that in buying a "Rexall" Remedy,
you are buying the be;t that science and experience can give you?
Here, are three prominent members of the " Rexall family :
ceed

REXALL DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

A new idea in Cough Syrups.
This preparation owes its efficiency to the presence of Wild

Resorcin is one of the latest erties of Bismuth Subnitratc
and most effective germ-killers and Pepsin have been combined
discovered by a science, and in with carminitives and other
connection with Beta Naphthol, agents.
Bismuth Subnitrate and Pepwhich is both germicidal and
antiseptic, a combination is sin are recognized by the entire
formed which not only destroys medical profession as specifics
for acute indigestion or chronic
the germs which rob the hair of
its nutriment, but creates a dyspepsia.
The Pepsin used is manufacclean and healthy condition of
tured under a new proccss
the scalp, which prevents the which
develops its greatest eflodgment and development of ficiency. Pepsin not only supnew germs.
plies to the digestive machinery
one of the most important elePilocarpin is a well-known ments of the
digestive fluid, but
agent for restoring the hair to it seems to exert a tonic influits natural color, where the loss ence
upon the glands which
of color has been due to a dis- supply all the other elements.
ease of the scalp.
It is not a
The carminitives add propcoloring matter or dye—it pro- erties which promptly relieve
duces its effect by stimulating pains causcd by undigested food.
the scalp and hair follicles to
The combination of the whole
health and active life.
makes a remedy absolutely into any man or woman
valuable
This combination of curatives mixed with alcohol as a suffering from dyspepsia—and
not only a remedy, cut a cure
stimulant, perfects the most ef- which
works by gradually refective remedy for hair and
building and stimulating the
troubles
known
scalp
to-day.
glands which perform the diPer Bottle, 60c.
gestive functions. Package, 25c.

set, Iiorehound and Syrup.
All of these have been known
for a hundred years as remedies

Look

I

CHERRY JUICE COUGH SYRUP

Tlie remarkable success of
The famous Rexall "93" Hair
Tonic is composed in chief of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets is
Resorcin, Beta Naphthol and largely due to the new and successful method of manufacture,

preparation

whereby

Cherry, Vinegar Squills,

the well known prop-

for

coughs

is

guaranteed

back and get your money.
have it"

and hoarseness.

Cherry Juice Cough
Syrup, all of these remedies
have been combined by a proIn Rexall

of manufactute that has
blended them into a perfect medicinal harmony whereby the
characteristics of each support
and reinforce the others.
cess

Tiie pathological properties
ingredient does its own
particular work in casing the inflamed membranes, loosening
the phlegm and setting up a
condition of health in the bronchial ai.d nasal passages.
of each

One

spoonful

will relieve the

inflamed membranes and temporarily stop the cough. One bottle will work a cure. It is ex-

ceedingly pleasant

to

the taste-

children like it. Per Bottle, 25c.

on each package : "This
If it does not, come
satisfactioa
give
It belongs to you, and we want you to

to

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
The

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
duly appointed administrator of the

For Service

Bone-

for this Rexall Guarantee

has lieen

F0UY3KI1HŒYCURB

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Fubllelior·

NOTICE.

LUCIUS W. HACKEIT, late of Scltuate, R. I.,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement. amFall Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
MERRITT L. HACKKTT.
Oct. 15th, 1907.

Sulky Plows,

L, M. TUFS,

Congress St., opp. City Building,
Morris Klain,
Fortland, Maine.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Pilocarpin.

tee cause :

We are

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Register!

—

Manure

Mouldings

&

REXALL. "93" HAIR TONIC

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 21st day
of Oct., In the yoar of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terestod, by causing a copy of this order to b<
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on thi
third Tuesday of Nov., A. D. 1B07, at nine of thi
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon li

writes: "Before I started to use Foley's
Kidney Cure I h.td to get up from twelve
to twenty times a night, and I was all
bloated up with dropsy and my eye>ight
was so impaired I could scarcely see one
of my family across the room. I had
given up hope of living, when a friend
recomin -uded Foley's Kidnev Cure. One
50 cent bottle worked wonders and before I bad taken the third bottle the
dropsy had gone, ax well as all other
For they
symptôme of Bright's disease."

BETTY.

Mats, Mirrors

have

Cylinder Oil.

Gasoline

"

MARY A.GREENE, late of Paris,
;
"Yes, indeed," was the response, in a first
and final account presented for allowanre
"It adds
tone of gratifying intensity.
executor.
U.
Hiram
Heald,
by
so much!"
late of Paris, deEVELINA A.

Peel and slice some apples; butter a
baking-dish, put in a layer of fine
crumbs, then a layer of apples, thee
sugar, nutmeg, cinuamon and cloves,
and dot with butter; repeat till the dish
is full, and pour over half a cup of molassos, or maple syrup, mixed with at
much water. Cover with crumbs, set
the dish in a pan of water, and bake till
the apples are soft, basting with a little
more molasses and water if it looks at
cream.
Servo warm, with
all dry.
Missionary—And do you know nothing Raisins may be added to thie pudding,
whatever of religion?
and the nutmeg and cloves omitted.
Cannibal—Well, we got a taste of it
COTTAGE PUDDING MADE WITH FRUIT.
when the last missionary was here.
Put into the bottom of a baking-dish
DANCING PROVES FATAL.
any kind of fresh fruit, 6uch as mashed
Many men and women catch colds at peaches or large plums, skinned and
dances which terminate in pneumonia stoned; pour over all this pudding; mix
and consumption.
After exposure, if two teaspoonfule of baking powder and
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will half a teaspoonful of salt with two heapbreak up a cold and no serious results ing cups of flour. Beat one egg without
need be feared. Refuse any but the separating, add a large half-cup of sugar,
genuine in a yellow package. Foi sale three tablespoonfuls of melted butter,
and a cup of milk, and put with the
by all druggists.
flour. Sweeten the fruit, add the pudding, and bake til* brown; serve with
"She is a nice girl, isn't she?"
with
or
"Very. The kind of a girl you'd like any simple pudding-sauce,
to marry, after you've gotten through cream.
WITH PEARS.
EASY
RICK BAVARIAN
falling in love.'1

Victim—Tou told me these false teeth
would be jut at good aa my natural ί

GEORGE L. DEAN, late of Paris,
final account presented for allowance
A. Dean, administrator.

BETSEY P. MONK, late of Buckfleld, de"Oh, don't you love nature?" asked
first and final account presented for
turning with clasped hands to her ceased;
allowance by Wlnslow S. Monk, administrator.

PEARS.

and Pictures,

η

State Year Book

Sent

one,

Wash and wipe dry large cooking
pears; core then), but do not peel; fill
each core with brown sugar aud put intu
a lit tie water ou the bottom;
a pan with
baste occasionally, and cook till soft,
but do not let them break; serve very
cold, with cream.
DELICIOUS

i

Business Directory of Maine.

JACKSON,
ceased; first account presented for allowance by
Stella—So you kissed the young par- Walter L. Gray, executor.
son in the dark ball, thinking it was
TOMATO AND CHEESE SALAD.
WILLIAM RIDLON, late of Sweden, defelt ceased will and petition for
brother. You must have
probate thereof pre;
Slice very thin eome American cheese; your
when you discovered your sented by Jesse L. Rldlon, the executor therein
cheap
awfully
peel and cut some thick slices of tomato; mistake.
named.
put two of these together with a slice ol
Judge of said Coun.
Mabel—Cheap! Why, I felt like a Fri- ADDISON E. HERR1CK,
cheese between, lay on lettuce, and pout
:
day remnant at a Monday bargain salo. A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
French dressing over all.
BAKED

η t a

Maine

com·!

half-past

Rresented

BAKED CORN CUSTARD.
Key to the Puzzler.
No. 272.—Metagram: Right. 1. Light
Cut corn from the car until you have
about a quart, and put it thruugh the
S. Might. 3. Sight. 4. Fight.
No. 273.—Picture Puzzle: Spinach, meat-chopper. Or, use canned corn in
the same way. Mix with a cup of milk
turnips.
and the yolks of two eggs, beaten well,
No. 274.—Diamond: 1. B. 2. Raa. 8.
with ealt and pepper; put into a bakingRarus. 4. Ant. 5. S.
dish with bits of butter all over, dust

No. 275.—Cube:

About

(acquittal;

ο
ο 7.
ο
ο 7. ·
Take a cupful, or less, of cold fish,
the rlrcles anil (lots lu the without skin or bones; %dd as much
above fleure by letters which form more hard-boiled egg and a teaspoonful
of chopped parsley; thicken half a cup
words meaning—
of milk with a tablespoonful each of
1 to 1, forming a mass.
rubbed
2 to 2. the «inference in value be- Hour and butlor mixed and
binooth, and put with the fish; season
tween metallic and paper moue;·.
all,-bring to the boiling point, and
3 to 3, the piece of timber ou which
serve.
Or, put into a baking-dish, cover
a structure rests.
with crumbs, and brown; this is a good
4 to 4. a man engaged iu military way to uso up fish when only a little is
service.
left from a meal.
5 to 5, not busy.
EASY OYSTER STEW.
case.
U to C, In
Get good sized oysters, drain them,
7 to 7. rocks lying near the surface
and strain the juice. Put this into a
of the water.
saucepan, season with salt and popper,
Frame: 1 to 4 and 8 to 7. always.
and bring to the boiling point. Make
some rounds of toast, butter them, and
No. 235.—You and I.
arrange on a hot platter in the oven;
1. If I wetv you—a >oor cottage when the juice boils up, drop in the
oysters and leave them till the edges
would be a blow.
do not let them boil, merely steam
2. If I were you—part of a plant curl;
as the juice simmers; as soon as they are
would be an offer.
done, pour them at once on the toast,
and serve.
A Funny Smile.
«JU1CK CKLKBY STEW.
out
shouldn't
Hugh
"Freddy, you
Chop very fine tlio outer stalks of
loud In the -choolrooin," exclaimed the
three or four of them, and pull
didn't mean to do It." apol- celery,
teacher.
otf the strings; or, chop auy cooked
ogized Fre; dy. "I was smiling wheu
left
over; heat a quart of milk;
celery
nil of a sc.'.dent the smile busted."—
drop in the celery, season with salt and
Harper's Weekly.
pepper, add a piut of oysters without
their juice, and as soon as their edges
The Difference.
curl take all up, and serve like soup.
What Is the difference lietween a Use the oyster juice in another soup, or
watchmaker and a jailer? One sell» add a cup of milk and make a luncheon
soup, with cracker crumbs added to
watches and the other watches cells.

8.

again.

J

EGOS.

AND

i

Monroe, Me., 1006.
used the true 'L. F.'
Atwood's Bitters in our family for
twenty-five years with good results.
We always keep them in the house.
They are excellent for stomach trouThe charge occupied only about half ble." Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
Some of the most common causes of
an hour, and at 10:07 Tuesday the jury ;
retired to their room. Just before noon ill health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
The stomach rebels
word was sent by the officer to the court and over-eating.
that they would like their dinner sent to under such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
them, and it was done.
At about 3 p. m. word was received few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bitfrom the jury that they would like ters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
further instructions. They were brought bowels, arouse liver, and purify blood.
in, and at the request of the foremai: 35c. at druggists.
Judge Strout repeated substantially those
portions of his charge which related to
the matter of the insurance and the
medical experts. They then retired
"We

felonious killing fails.
Now apply these tests, and return such
a verdict as justice requires.

,^on't

MACKEREL.

Soak a nice mackerel
twenty-four
By beginning at a certain letter and
and change the
following a path similar to the king's hours, the skin side up,
it
shallow
in
a
water
twice.
pan or
Lay
move in chess, using every letter ouce,
tbe frying pan, and cover with good,
the name of an author and four of bis
rich milk; simmer twenty minutes, or a
l>ook< may be spelled.—St. Nicholas.
little less, if the fish is small. Lil£ it
it carefully and put it on a hot platter in
No. 285.—Double Word Square.
the oven; melt κ tablespoonful of butter,
rub smooth with as much fiour, and mix
ο
ο
ο 1.
·
ο
ο
1. Ο
slowly with tbe hot milk in tbe pan; add
λ little pepper and strain uvertliefish;
Ο
· 2,
Ο
Ο
2. Ο
sprinkle with chopped parsley.
Instead of stewing the mackerel in
Ο
· 3.
Ο
Ο
8. Ο
milk it may be cooked, after soaking, in
water seasoned with onion, parsley, and
·
· 4.
·
·
·
·
4. ·
pepper, till lender; then drained, put on
the platter, and covered with a nice
Ο
Ο δ.
Ο
Ο
5. ·
white sauce, made of a cup of thickened
milk or cream, seasoned with pepper.
0
° β.
0
Ο
β. ·

instruments, and are sold for just as low
Also I have THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
Prices
▲> no one is immune, every person !
should remember that Foley's Kidney
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in Cure will cure
any case of kidney or
the best pianos that are on the market.
bladder trouble that is not beyond the
reach of medicine. All druggists sell it.

are

11EEF

a

Good Health

«ru,f,ound

ten

I'OTATO LOAF.

SCOTCH

M

Picture Frames

Grenville M. Donham,

tablespoonful of butter. Add a cup of
codfish, picked up and freshened bj
pouring boiling water over it and then
squeezing it dry ; stir well and put in a

they get splendid

finds

cut

MEXICAN CODFISH.

cup

No. 284.—Labyrinth of Letter·.

and clean

Bi Papfifs One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

cried,

And

Wool Carpets

for busy people, almost a>
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published ou Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have nul
time fur a daily newspaper you may oe kept In close toucl
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne

A

had," she sighed,
"If 1 a
"To slay this awful craving!"
Then laid her down and cried, and
With liunKor nearly raving.

They

I

four a written
munication from the jury was handed to i
!
who
was sitting in the
Judge Strout,
library. He read it, handed it back to ι
the officer, and said simply, "Tell them
to hold on."
When conrt suspended for the night,
about 0 o'clock, the judge left instructions that if an agreement was reached
before 11 o'clocV lie might be called tu
take the verdict. During the evening a
danger of death from accidents wbicb telephone message to the judge at Hotel
are so frequently occurring in
large Andrews requested that they might be
cities.
discharged, being unable to come to an
agreement, but lie declined to release
How Did he Know ?
them.
French
Yvette Guilbert, the noted
Wednesday morning at 0:30, when
actress, at a dinner, had been compli- court opeued, the jury were brought in
from their room, where they had spent
mented rather awkwardly.
"Your intention was not bad," said twenty-three and a half hours, and Foreher man Bolster stated in answer to the
the actress, good-huraoredly, in
*
300
qnalnt English. "But you were awk- court that they had not been able to
ward. I will admit that.
reach an agreement.
"So awkward you were that I am reJudge Strout then spoke to the jury in
"This case is to be
minded of a happening, a Parisian hap- part a* follows:
decided by twelve men finally. I have
pening. Listen. This is it:
"A Paris gentleman gave a dinner. All [no reason to think that another jury can
mnre comPefent than you.
the world was there. Jewels glittered
Orders and ribbons While no juror should be required to
on white throats.
a
word, surrender his honest convictions, his
crossed white shirt bosoms. In
mind should be kept open, and he should
elegance complete.
"And after dinner, after the ladies had consider whether upon the whole, In
gone upstairs, the men, over their coffee view of the evidence, he may be right or
and cigars and liquors, talked as men may be wrong. Without regard to preconceived notions or first impressions,
will, of love.
"And all of a sudden the host cries, in you should consider whether you may
a loud voice:
not arrive at a verdict by applying the
"
Ί will tell you, gentlemen, this is principles of law which have been given
the truth. I have kissed the dainty Jap- you to the evidence in this case." He
I have kissed the South then instructed them to retire again and
anese girl.
Sea island maiden. 1 have kissed the resume consideration of tli« case.
slim Indian beauty. And the girls of I
At about 11 o'clock a note from the
England, of Germany, even of America jury was banded to the judge, and after
I have kissed, but it is most true that to brief consideration he said, "Well, brine
kiss my wife is best of all."
them in."
"Then a young mau cries from across
ι The jury once more filed in, and Judge
the table:
; Strout said to Foreman Bolster,
"
By" heaven, sir, you are right t "I understand you have not agreed?"
there.'
"We have not."
"And Is there no prospect of it?"
J
Strenuous Motoring.
think there is any possibility
A new form of automobiling diversion
about as you did at first?"
stand
"Vou
has been discovered by W. E. Halsell,
who has a ranch in the Texas Panhandle
"Exactly."
"Well," said Judge Strout, "you mav
and who confides to the Kansas City
be excused."
Journal the following tale of pleasure:
And such was the result of the trial.
"Our principal amusement at the I
ranch was chasing antelopes in the motor It is understood that the jury at first
When I first purchased the Pan- stood eight for conviction and four for
car.
and that on the last ballots
handle ranch there were at least 500
and five
antelope there. The law forbids killing they stood seven for conviction
antelope but we used to chase them just I for acquittal.
the same for sport.
"Last week I went out with my two
EVERETT ALLOWED BAIL.
I
daughters in the motor car and we sightImmediately upon the opening of the
In an auto we could
ed a drove of. 18
afternoon session of the
get within 50 yards of the antelope Wednesday
court, Mr. Swasey moved that Everett
easily.
to bail pending another
"The ranch is covered with short grass be admitted
the provision of the constituand we can run right across the prairie. trial, citing
shall be bailable for
It is dangerous, of course, for at any tion that no person
"where the proof is evitime we might have dropped into a shal- capital crimes,
the presumption great." In this
low depression, deep enough, however, I dent or
said Mr. Swasey, the proof is not
to wreck an automobile going 50 or GO case,
miles an hour. I killed several wolves [evident or the presumption great.
County Attorney Barnes contended
on these antelope chases."
that there is in this case a strong preLooked over the House.
sumption of guilt, and said that there is
no precedent in this state for releasing
Leaving the key of an empty house
with murder,
with a neighbor in order that likely on bail a person charged
has been a trial and a disagreetenante may inHpect the premises is com- after there
The owner of a house on Lexing- 1 ment of the jury.
mon.
Judge Stront stated thatinthisca.se,
ton Avenue has for good reason decided
the evidence, the proof is
to keep the key of hie house himself for [ in his view of
not evident nor the presumption great.
the future.
I
the whole case against the
Hearing that some had been "looking Indeed, he said,
the opinion of one
over" the house, the landlord called on defendant rested on
He would admit Everett to
the old woman who had been entrusted physician.
; bail in the sum of $5000.
with the key.
"
he said. "So you've
"Well, Mrs.
PROBATE NOTICES.
hud a party after the house?'1
To all persons Interested In either of the Estate)
"I'm not too sure," was the reply.
hereinafter named :
"Want time to think it ovçr, maybe:'''
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In ami
"No, I don't think he does. What he for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
When he got Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
wants is an opportunity.
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
the key he went across the street, and as
having been presented for the action thereupon
I heard nothing from him for an hour or hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Orderbd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons InHe'd taken all the door
so I followed.
causing a copy of this order to bel
knobs and every ounce of lend about the terested, by
throe weeks successively In the Ox
published
the
house.
he'd
left
but
Maybe
a newspaper published at Soutli
ford
Democrat,
place,
he's coming back for that, too, as he Paris, In said County, that they may apjtear at a
to be held at sala Paris, oe
Court
Probate
didu't return thw key."—New York the third
Tuesday of November, A. D. l'.<07, at !·
Times.
of the clock In the forencm, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
Not Much to Boast About.
WILLIAM H. PEA TISON, late of Woodstock, |
"I can't see," said Mrs. Nuritch, "why deceased; will ami petition for probate thercol
by Mary Ella Pearson, the executrix
Mrs. Dallington should put it on so thick
lereln named.
because her ancestors came over in the
ALMIRA H. MINARD, late of Paris, de
Mayflower. I've been reading about it, ceased ; will and petltk a for probate thereof preand as far an I've b e > able to And out it sented by Royal A. Rich, the executor therein
was a little bit of a boat that didn't have named.
electric lights or any other c uiveniences
DAVID A. COLCORD, In te of Brownfleld, deworth mentioning, and my husband says ceased ; petition for allowance out of pereonall
property presented by Martha J. Colcord,
he doesn't suppn»e the whole crowd of widow.
Pilgrims that came over on her could JACOB McKEEN, 'ate of Paris, deceased;
have raised enough money to buy a box
petition for an allowance cut of personal estate 1
at a grand opera performance."
presented by Mary McKeen, widow.
BERT G. WHITMAN, late of Woodstock, de
Nature's Part.
;ase< ; first account presented for allowance biceased
Two young women of a type which ie Fred 1ll. Whitman, administrator.

up into finger pieces; put
into a saucepan with boiling water, cover
and simmer two hours; have read; two
cut-up tomatoes, or half a can, and add
these, with two slices of onion, chopped
tine, and a large teaspoonful of parsley.
cover
Add salt and pepper,
tigbilj
again and simmer two hours more, adding a little water if it needs it; wheD
tender, take it up and serve as it is; or
thicken slightly, if preferred.

stewing

How wrong It wai; If she were good
No one would wish to scold her.

4. Find crude metal In woods.

in a metropolitan newspaper
good as a daily, aud your

AS

|

ware.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

|

—

Case7

(Continued from page one.)
autopsy, but he bis not been questioned
regarding It. The state asks you to rest 1
and
your verdict upon the diagnosis
opinion of one physioian, that the injury
oould not have been caused by any of the
□ytng material. Doctors sometimes dis- !
agree, as well as lawyers.
If the fact £bat Everett made that cut !
'
in the throat has not been established to
are
your satisfaction, tbeu the theory of

cUt

Druggists

Store

Sale.

For Sale.
For
family horse, fair driver.
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
boiler
One light open
One top buggy.
5 Horse power upright
the right size. Service fee $1.00.
One single harness.
In- engine, in good condition.
wagon.
#

Good safe

A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris, Me.

quire

of Rev. E. O.

Maxim, Pari· Hill.

Taylor

or

O. A.

39tf

J111*

H. W. TAPLE\,
South P»ri«, Me.

